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Summary 
 

At the Vodafone Network Management Centre (NMC), several teams of engineers are 

monitoring the correct functioning of the Vodafone network and services on a 24/7 basis. 

In this thesis, we focus on the restrictions or barriers engineers are confronted with when 

engaged in their monitoring and intervention tasks. In particular, we are interested why 

certain network or service incidents in progress, represented through various software 

packages (tooling programs) used within the NMC, may be inadequately responded to or 

may be missed altogether. After obtaining insight into the engineers’ restrictions, we 

searched for possibilities to improve these restrictions and to improve the engineers’ 

observation of and acting on alarms. Based on the distributed cognition framework 

(Hutchins, 1995a), the focus for obtaining the engineers’ restrictions should in addition to 

the individual engineer, also be based on the complex social environment, the artefacts, 

and the mutual interaction of these three aspects. In the distributed cognition framework,  

cognition of individuals is not only affected by thoughts located within a human brain but 

also by the complex social and technical environment in which thinking is performed. By 

observing engineers and to explain the cognitive activities as embodied and situated 

within the work settings in which they occur, we studied the following three research 

questions:  

 

1. What are engineers’ restrictions for perceiving and acting on alarms? 

  
2. What are the underlying causes for the engineers’ restrictions for perceiving and 

acting on alarms? 

 

3. How should the presentation of the alarm detection systems be changed such that 

the observation of alarms and acting on alarms will improve? 

 

The following methods were employed to answer the three research questions. The first 

two research questions were investigated by using the qualitative research methods of 

participative observations and focus group sessions. The qualitative phase was followed 

up by a heuristic evaluation for systematically determining the usability of the user 

interfaces of the various tooling programs. A selection of possible interface 

improvements were based on the obtained results, and were subsequently tested and 

analyzed via paper prototype sessions for answering the third research question.  

 

Results indicate that either a high or low level of work pressure restricts engineers in their 

mental efficiency and their performance in observing and acting on alarms. An overflow 

of environmental stimuli during office hours and an understimulation during an 

engineers’ night shift can both be problematic. Furthermore, a limited level of knowledge 

can restrict engineers in acting on alarms. Engineers depend on their own specific alarm 

knowledge because of  limited and non-intuitive external information provision in the 

alarm presentation of when and how to act on alarms. Inexperienced engineers have 

limited understanding of how to act on presented alarms. In addition to inexperienced 

engineers, also experienced engineers do not always know how to act on alarms because 

of the low frequency with which they need to act on some presented alarms. The tooling 
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programs provide no structured help and documentation for knowing how and why to act 

on alarms. Because of the limited information provision of the tooling programs, 

engineers are forced to act on alarms according to their own knowledge. Engineers need 

to recall the required support information instead of recognising how to act or where to 

find this desirable information.  

 

In addition, engineers are also restricted in their way of acting because tooling programs 

restrict the engineers’ possibilities to adapt the interface according their own preferences. 

Moreover, the tooling programs do not support engineers in recognising the next action 

that needs to be performed, and it uses unclear language. These tooling program 

restrictions can be ascribed to the fact that the tooling programs have not specifically 

been designed for supporting engineers in the performance of their tasks of the NMC. 

Furthermore, the tooling programs and the whole desk set up are not designed according 

to an aesthetic and minimalistic design. The amount of presented information and the 

great number of alarms distract engineers from their main task of observing alarms and 

selecting those that require action. . Engineers should focus their attention on the static 

visual alarm features that indicate new alarms instead of that alarms features draw the 

engineers’ attention.  

 

The problems in observation of alarms will likely be improved when the tooling 

programs are designed according to an aesthetic and minimalistic design. By only 

presenting alarms that indicate a network or service incident in progress requiring an 

engineers’ action, engineers receive more surveyability about which alarms need to be 

picked up. Tooling programs with a filter structure contain the possibility of only 

presenting those alarms of a certain alarm severity. It is to decide which alarms indicate 

an incident in progress for providing (inexperienced) engineers with a higher possibility 

to act according their own knowledge and experience on these presented alarms, 

additional alarm information will support them in knowing how to act in an accurate way. 

Engineers should not only be dependent on their own knowledge but they should be able 

to rectify or search for alarm information in a standard and structured way. Instead of 

recalling the necessary information, engineers should be able to recognise how to act or 

where to find helpful information. With the realisation of the minimalistic design and the 

provision of supportive alarm information, engineers will be able to act in a faster and 

more effective way on presented alarms. The activity of the Vodafone network and 

services will be improved when engineers deal with alarms correctly and in a timely 

manner. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Mobile communication devices are becoming increasingly more important in our daily 

life. Wherever people may be they are always able to call someone and this provides 

them with a feeling of safety, security and freedom. It has even arrived to a point at which 

people seem to feel helpless when they are without their mobile device. Companies 

support their employees with mobile devices for improving their reachability and 

mobility during working hours. In addition to calling, new mobile devices also offer the 

possibility of being connected to the internet for receiving and sending emails. In addition 

to using mobile devices as a communication source, predictions like traffic jams are also 

based on the number of mobile phone users. A mobile phone has developed from a 

calling device to the personal mobile communication multi-media device it is today. It 

may have catastrophic consequences for individuals and companies when their common 

way of mobile communication is restricted. Therefore, mobile service providers must 

ensure that the service and functionality provided meets the customers needs 24 hours a 

day, 7 days a week.  

 

Vodafone takes care of the integral quality management of their services by their Service 

Assurance (SA) department. The Network Management Centre (NMC) is a subdivision 

of the SA department and is responsible for monitoring the activity of Vodafone’s 

network and services. Engineers monitor the network an services at the NMC 24/7. The 

network but also the service performance and inactivity are presented by alarm severities. 

A crucial task of NMC engineers is being alert for the presentation of alarms that indicate 

a service or network incident is in progress. After such an observation, engineers need to 

deal with these alarms correctly and in a timely manner. When engineers observe and act 

on presented alarms in a fast and correct way, Vodafone is able to act quickly on a 

network or service incident within the timeframes allocated to the severity of the incident. 

 

1.1. Research question 

 

In the past, it occurred that engineers did not detect or act properly on alarms that indicate 

an incident. Such a situation for Vodafone and its customers is not acceptable. In a case 

of a service or network incident, the inconvenience for customers could be that they are 

not able to use their Vodafone services. Negative consequences for Vodafone are bad 

publicity for the quality of their services and financial losses because customers may not 

be able to consume their credits. It is important for customers as well as for Vodafone 

that engineers observe and act on alarms that indicate a service or network incident as 

quickly as possible. Engineers should be assisted in their performance of observing 

alarms as much as possible. Various restrictions are able to hinder the performance of 

engineers, e.g. working 24/7, distraction of the social environment, and a high work 

pressure. Restrictions for observing and acting on alarms should be indicated and fixed 

for improving the engineers’ performance. The research question for this study is for that 

reason: 
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Why are engineers restricted in observing and acting on alarms and how can this be 

prevented?  

 

This research question is quite complex because there are many aspects that influence the 

engineers performance. For this study, the distributed cognition analysing framework of 

Hutchins is very relevant. This is because it provides a better understanding of the 

human-computer interaction with regard to the NMC environment. This framework 

requires to focus, next to the individual engineer, also on the complex social 

environment, the artefacts, and the mutual interaction of these three aspects (Hutchins, 

1995a). Within this analysing framework, information is gathered regarding engineers 

restrictions for their observation and acting on alarms. After establishing factors that may 

restrict engineers in their performance, the underlying causes of these restrictions need to 

be elucidated. Therefore, the main research question can be divided into the following 

research questions: 

 

1. What are engineers’ restrictions for perceiving and acting on alarms? 

  
2. What are the underlying causes for the engineers’ restrictions for perceiving and 

acting on alarms? 

 

After establishing the engineers’ restrictions and determining the underlying causes, 

possible improvements can be searched for perceiving and acting on alarms. The third 

sub-question is for that reason: 
 

3. How should the presentation of the alarm detection systems be changed such that 

the observation of alarms and acting on alarms will improve? 

  

1.2. Overview  

 

The second chapter of this paper represents the literature review on topics related to the 

analysing framework of distributed cognition. In addition, this chapter describes the 

cognitive aspects of vigilance and the influence of a shift-work environment on the 

engineers’ performance. The third chapter describes the used methods of this qualitative 

study. This study contains in total three research methods and all three are described in 

the third chapter. The next chapter describes the setting of the NMC and the computer 

programs that are used for the presentation of the network. The fifth chapter presents and 

discuss the results obtained by the qualitative research methods the participants’ 

observation and the focus group sessions. The sixth chapter presents the results of the last 

research method, the heuristic evaluation. At the end of this chapter, the results are 

summarised in a number of usability issues that restrict the engineers’ performance. The 

obtained results and the presented usability issues are based on answering the first two 

research questions. The third and last research question is answered in the seventh 

chapter. This chapter presents an improved interface design related to the existing 

usability issues. The results of testing this improved interface design with the engineers 

are also described in this chapter. Finally, the last chapter presents the conclusions and 

recommendations related to the main research question.  
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2. Literature review 
 

Many studies investigated topics related to the performance of people in a 24/7 

environment. Studies demonstrated that working in irregular working hours causes severe 

sleepiness and an increased risk of accidents (Akerstedt & Landstrom, 1998). 

Furthermore, the possibility of sustaining attention to a constant stimuli presentation 

decreases after 20 to 35 minutes of a constant cognitive activity (Pattyn, Neyr, & 

Henderichx, 2007). It is hard to assume that previously gathered study results have the 

same influence on every work environment. Every 24/7 environment has its own 

characteristics and features that may influence individuals performance in many ways. 

For obtaining a clear view of the NMC and the specific characteristics’ and features of 

this environment, this study uses the analysing framework of distributed cognition. This 

chapter starts with an overview of the distributed cognition analysing framework. After 

explaining how we gathered information about the NMC, the next section describes 

relative study results related to the shift work performance in a 24/7 environment. 

Subsequently, vigilance is explained. More specifically, how engineers will be able to 

maintain their alertness on any given stimulation source or task. Finally, the last section 

describes in which way computers should fit to their users for fulfilling their different 

characteristics.     

 

2.1. Framework of analyses 

 

In the beginning of the development of computers, designers developed a system 

grounded on the capacity and the possibilities of a computer (Jaimes, Gatica-Perez, Sebe, 

& Huang, 2007). The current way of developing is that systems need to be designed with 

a human-centered point of view (Shneiderman, 2000). Engineers should not need to 

adjust themselves to all possibilities of a system but the development of a system should 

be based on the aspects, wishes and requirements of its users. One of the founders of this 

human-centered point of view is Ben Shneiderman. The main focus of Shneiderman 

(2000) during the development of a system, is on the variation of technological devices, 

user backgrounds, and user knowledge. During the design phase of a system, it is 

especially important to gather information about features and restrictions of the 

prospective users and the mutual differences in a user group (Shneiderman, 2000).  

 

The focus of developing a system is scaled up from the individual person to the network 

of people and technological artefacts with which the individual needs to interact. The 

founder of this new enriched analysing framework is Edwin Hutchins. He formulated a 

theoretical framework that takes a distributed, socio-technical system rather than the 

individual mind as primary unit of analysis (Hutchins, 1995b). His theoretical and 

methodological framework is called distributed cognition and requires investigators to 

focus on the individual person, the social environment, the artefacts, and the mutual 

interaction of these three aspects (Hutchins, 1995b).  
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2.1.1. Distributed cognition 

 

Hutchins (1995b) created his distributed cognition framework because, in his view, other 

cognitive frameworks for analysing tasks have many restrictions. Hutchins’ main 

complaint regarding these cognitive frameworks is that they only focus on the isolated 

mind of an individual and not on cognitive activities of people within their environment. 

For analysing people’s cognitive activity, the influences of activities in their social 

environment also affect their cognitive performance. However, focussing on this 

interaction of individuals with their social environment will not be sufficient. For 

obtaining a better understanding of the engineers’ human-computer interaction, it is 

required to focus, in addition, also on the complex network of individuals and artefacts. 

The distributed cognition framework states that in addition to all individual aspects, also 

the mutual interaction between each other influences the individuals’ performance (see 

Figure 1). The social environment may for instance influence the interaction between an 

individual and an artefact.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   Figure 1. Distributed cognition framework of analysing 

 

Furthermore, the three separate factors or their mutual interaction may change over time 

(see Figure 1). For instance, individual engineers become more experienced with artefacts 

or in their communication within their social environment. Changes over time can lead to 

an improvement of the engineers’ performance or environmental restrictions becoming 

less serious.  

 

Hutchins (1995a) describes three conditions where these changes over time become 

important. The first condition is when cognitive processes may be distributed across 

members of a social group. Real groups have interdependent members; this means that 

members of a group need each other to reach their goals (Kenrick, Neuberg, & Cialdini, 

2004). The engineer group composition of the NMC is based on a difference in 

individuals experience level and background within this field of work. Experienced 

engineers are able to help and educate less experienced engineers. Inexperienced 

engineers, on the other hand, are able to observe and act on alarms related to their 

capabilities and can bring a fresh outlook to the work environment. Hutchins’ (1995a) 

second condition is that cognitive processes may be distributed through the coordination 
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between internal an external structures. The knowledge that an individual engineer uses 

to fulfil his tasks can be known by himself (= internal knowledge) or by his or her 

environment (= external knowledge). External knowledge consists of information that is 

presented through the system, literature, and knowledge of team members. Engineers’ 

internal knowledge increases as they become more experienced with external knowledge. 

Their increased internal knowledge will replace their requirement of external knowledge. 

Hutchins’ last condition is when processes distribute over time in such a way that 

performed actions during earlier events can transform the nature of later events. 

Individuals learn from their tasks and become more experienced in their performance. 

Humans develop cognitive powers over time by creating environments in which they 

exercise those powers (Hutchins, 1995a). In addition to development of individual 

engineers or groups over time, this development is also presented between groups. An 

engineer group is able to inform and develop another group over time.  

 

Another important characteristic of the distributed cognition approach is that an 

investigator needs to immerse himself in the operational environment and making 

observations and asking questions about the individuals’ activities (Hollan, Hutchins, & 

Kirsh, 1999). When talking to expert users, an investigator needs to be familiar with the 

environment to be able to communicate about the individuals’ interaction and tasks. 

Distributed cognition guides and motivates the cognitive ethnography by identifying 

classes of phenomena that merit observation and documentation (Hollan et al, 1999). An 

import element of Hutchins’ approach is immersion into the studied work environment. 

The advantage of this method is the possibility of obtaining extensive knowledge of the 

work conditions and observing possible work restrictions. In addition, researchers will 

receive more information and a better view of the users’ statements when they become 

familiar with the users and total environment. Hutchins (1995a & 1995b) performed two 

studies that introduced his distributed cognition framework in the same way of immersing 

into the research environment. In these studies, Hutchins investigated how a ship is 

navigated and how an auto-flight function of a passenger airplane works. Hutchins 

received his information by observing the performance of a team and by working together 

with them. By working together with the NMC engineers and by observing their acts, we 

are able to find out which elements really participate with the user tasks.  

 

After explaining and making a case for the distributed cognition framework, the next 

section will describe the engineers shift work schedule/pattern that will be analysed by 

the distributed cognition framework. The features related to these engineers shift work 

schedule will be mentioned together with the negative influences of working according to 

this varied time scheme.  
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2.2. Shift work  

 

The most common shift working system is when the production is organized into three 

eight-hour shifts, called morning, evening, and nightshift (Pati, Chandrawanshi, & 

Reinberg, 2001) Engineers within the NMC work according to this same shift scheme. 

The biggest physical problem with shift work is according to Pati et al. (2001) that 

peoples circadian rhythm is disrupted; and the reaction of the human body to this 

disruption. Just like travelling across time zones, night work requires individuals to sleep 

and work at times that clashes with their biorhythm. Studies have shown that working in 

shifts has negative effects on people; it provides for instance a higher level of stress 

(Kundi, Koller, Cervinka, & Haider, 1981), a lower sleep quality (Akerstedt, 1988), and a 

reduced immune function (Nakano et al., 1982). People who work in shifts need to sleep 

at times when other people in their environment are awake. Engineers may be disturbed 

in their sleep pattern because of interfering noises in their environment or because of 

social responsibilities. Tepas and Carvalhais (1990) investigated the influence of 

nightshifts on the level of sleep from people who work in shifts. They found that 

permanent night-shift workers sleep longer on their days off, but they sleep on average 

four hours less per week than someone who has a regular daytime employment.  

 

In addition to all negative aspects, shift working has also a couple of advantages. Because 

of the variation in working hours, engineers have free time during the day when their 

social environment needs to work. In spite of this free time, shift workers have usually a 

longer rest period between two work sequences. Instead of a free weekend, the rest period 

between two sequences is normally 3 or 4 days. Another and properly the biggest 

advantage of working in shifts, is the irregularity bonus. It is a common practise for shift 

work to receive a bonus because people need to work in an irregular hour scheme.     

 

2.2.1. Sleepiness and reduction of performance 

 

Shift work and especially night shifts causes sleepiness and a reduction of the 

individual’s performance. In spite of a lower workload, engineers need to stay focused on 

the possible appearance of incident alarms. According to Akerstedt (1998), promising 

methods for the prevention of sleepiness or loss of attention are noise, increased light, 

decreased environmental temperature, and increasing physical and mental effort. 

Substantial research data is available about the influence of light addition on the 

performance of shift workers. For example, Juslén, Verbossen, and Wouters (2007) 

showed that shift workers felt less sleepy and they were able to perform better with a 

higher lighting level. Their measurements showed that on average a significant 3 percent 

improvement was reached because of a higher level of luminance. For observing alarms 

that represent an incident, engineers need to maintain their concentration on the computer 

displays; also during the tough periods of the shifts work schedule. The coming 

paragraph describes how engineers are able to maintain their attention to their tasks and 

under which circumstances their level of attention declines.   
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2.3. Vigilance 

 

The engineers’ ability to maintain cognitively focused on a given source or task, is called 

vigilance (Pattyn, Neyr, Henderichx, & Soetens, 2007). Vigilance is the standard for 

sustained attention to a constant stimulus presentation. Vigilance is a term with varied 

definitions but the most common usage is sustained attention or tonic alertness (Oken, 

Salinsky, & Elsas, 2006). Examples of vigilant tasks include radar monitoring, airport 

inspection, and monitoring tasks. Many studies investigated the concept of vigilance and 

the influence of the environment on the capacity of vigilance. Mackworth (1948) 

performed the first study about vigilance in 1943. He investigated on behalf of the Royal 

Air Force what the optimal length of time is for radar operators for ensuring maximal 

signal detection. Mackworth found that there is a certain decline of attention as time 

progresses. In many following studies, a vigilance decrement is found indexed as a 

decline in the detection rate over time, after 20 to 35 minutes of constant cognitive 

activity (Pattyn et al., 2007). Pattyn stated that a vigilance decreasment is caused by a 

withdrawal of attention of the engineers’ attention system, due to under-arousal caused by 

an insufficient workload. 

 

A crucial determinant aspect of vigilance is the ability to maintain cognitive focused to a 

source or task. The ability of staying focused can according to Pattyn et al. (2007) be 

interpreted in terms of automatic and controlled processing. Automatic processing is 

based on exogenous attention and is driven on the world-driven perception of bottom-up 

information processing (Pattyn, 2007). Controlled processing is, on the other hand, based 

on endogenous attention and is driven by the ability of self-mindful processing of stimuli 

(Pattyn, 2007). Controlled processing takes for that reason more mental effort than 

exogenous attention and is much more vulnerable to the reduction of vigilance. 

  

2.3.1. Influences on vigilance 

 

In addition to the engineers cognitive processing, also other factors influence the degree 

of vigilance. For instance, individuals need be motivated for sustaining their attention to a 

certain environment (Wickens, Lee, Liu, & Gorden-Becker, 2004). Motivation is a 

psychological construct were the underlying brain systems have impact on sustaining 

attention (Oken, Salinsky, & Elsas, 2006). Wickens et al. stated that individuals’ have 

less sustained attention to focus on a task when they are not motivated to perform this 

task properly. When engineers are not motivated to observe alarms, their sustained 

attention to their monitoring tasks will be less than when they are motivated.  

 

In spite of the level of motivation, is the level of stress another characteristic that 

influences the level of vigilance. Stress is an event or condition that is able to cause 
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a certain behavioural or physiological response 

(McEwen, 2000). The Yerkes-Dodson curve is an 

empirical determined law that shows the relation 

between the level of stress and the efficiency of a 

persons’ memory (see Figure 2). The stress level 

with this curve is a synonym for the level of 

arousal. The curve describes when the engineers’ 

level of arousal is extremely low or high, this will 

result in a low level of memory efficiency. 

Therefore, engineers will not be able to maintain 

their cognitive focused on a certain task during an 

under and over arousal.    

      
       Figure 2. TheYerkes-Dodson curve 
 

2.3.2. Signal detection  

 

Once a possible target is located in a visual search, it becomes necessary to confirm that 

the target is the item of interest. The level of arousal is able to influence the detection of a 

visual presentation. People are restricted in their observation of visual stimuli during 

under and over arousal. This observational restriction influences the ability to discern 

between signal and noise. This ability can be explained by the signal detection theory 

(SDT) (Green & Swets, 1988). The SDT is a means to quantify the ability to discern 

between a signal and noise event (see Figure 3). According to Wickens et al. (2004), a 

number of psychological determinants can determine how people detect a signal, and 

where our threshold levels will be. Experiences, expectations, physiological state (e.g. 

fatigue) are factors that affect this threshold level (Wickens, Lee, Liu, & Gorden-Becker, 

2004). To apply the signal detection theory to a data set where stimuli were either present 

or absent, and the observer categorized each trial as having the stimulus present or absent, 

the trials are sorted into one of four categories that are presented in Figure 3. The 

categories hit and correct rejection represents “good” outcomes, ideally should 

characterise much of the performance, while misses and false alarms are bad, and ideally 

should never occur.  

 

The framework of the signal detection theory fits 

perfectly to the setting of the NMC. Engineers need to 

respond whether an alarm indicates an incident or no 

incident. This threshold level of deciding when an alarm 

presents an incident can be influenced through the 

differences in the level of engineers’ experience. 

Experienced engineers will have another threshold level 

for responding on alarms in relation to inexperienced 

engineers. In addition, difference in detection rate 

because of external stressors or internal states can also 

influence the threshold level; e.g. physiological factors 

related to working in shifts and in a group.              Figure 3. Signal detection theory 
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In summary, factors such as motivation, arousal and the amount of sleep may all 

influence the engineers’ level of vigilance. Engineers need to maintain their cognitive 

activity in order to observe and act upon presented alarms. In addition to the aspects that 

influence the engineers’ performance, received from the known literature, the next 

section describes theoretical aspects that are significant during the development of a 

system.  

 

2.4. System development 

 

This section describes the level of usability together with its underlying attributes that 

designers need to take into account during the design of a system (Nielsen, 1993). This 

usability description is continued by two different opinions about how to focus on the 

collection of the five usability attributes. At last, different users’ experience levels are 

explained that may influence the design of a system.  

 

2.4.1. Usability 

 

Nielsen (1993) stated that the usability of a system adds to the acceptability of a system. 

The acceptability of a system defines whether the system is good enough to satisfy users, 

users’ clients, and managers (Nielsen, 1993). Nielsen describes the acceptability of a 

system through the model that represents a systems’ acceptability (see Figure 4).  

 

 
Figure 4. Model of the attributes that represents the systems acceptability 

 

In addition to all above presented attributes of a systems’ acceptability, the main interest 

of this study goes to the usability attribute. Usability contains all aspects of a system with 

which a user might interact (Nielsen, 1993). The usability of a system can not be 

formulated as one property but it is divided into five attributes. These five attributes are 

learnability, efficiency, memorability, errors, and satisfaction. Nielsen (1993) describes 

these usability attributes as follows. The first usability attribute is learnability. 

Learnability is a process that starts right in the beginning of a system introduction until a 

user becomes an expert in using the system. It is an important attribute for novice users 

because it starts from the first moment a user interacts with the system. A system should 

be easy to learn so users can start using the system without the need of support. The 
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second attribute is efficiency. The efficiency of a system is the steady-state level of the 

users’ performance and it often depends of the level of experience. Experienced users 

possess more knowledge about the system and are for that reason more efficient in using 

the system. The memorability of a system is the third attribute. First, users need to learn 

how a system works and the next step is to memorize this knowledge. A system should 

support a user in remembering and recognition of how to use it. The fourth attribute of 

usability is that a system should prevent a user from making errors. If a user makes an 

error, he should be able to correct this error in an easy and proper way. The last usability 

attribute is the level of satisfaction. The satisfaction of a system refers to the pleasantness 

of using a system.  

 

2.4.2. Focus on user groups 

 

For designing according to the five attributes of usability, Nielsen (1993) is an advocate 

of focussing on possible users of a coming system in an early stage of the design process. 

In the beginning of the design process, a user-centered view will improve the degree of 

usability (Nielsen, 1993). Nielsen advised to keep focused on the characteristics of users 

during the whole design process. Nielsen’s vision is that a system should be designed in 

such a way that all users need to be able to perform their tasks successfully. Shneiderman 

(1998) has the same vision as Nielsen but according to Shneiderman (1998), it is difficult 

to design an appropriate system for many users with different capabilities and interests. 

Shneiderman states that a system should be designed to fit a specific user group. 

Shneiderman (1998) view is to focus on the variety of possible users for receiving a 

higher level of usability for a particular user group. This is in line with the earlier 

expressed distributed cognition framework of Hutchins. Hutchins (1995a) argued that for 

a detailed study of users, the focus should be on all user diversities and specialities within 

the longer cognitive ecosystem of artefacts and social relationships.  

 

2.4.3. Users experience 

 

Nielsen (1993) as well as Shneiderman (1992) takes the level of user experience into 

account during the design of a system. The level of user experience mostly varies 

between novice and expert users. Novice users are users who know what their tasks are 

but they are restricted in their knowledge about the system capability (Shneiderman, 

1992). Expert users, have according to Shneiderman (1992), a deep knowledge of their 

tasks and about how to fulfil them. In addition to novice and expert users, Shneiderman 

(1992) provided a third user category; intermittent users. Intermittent users consist of 

users who know what their tasks are but because of an infrequent use, it may be difficult 

to remember how to complete them.  

 

These different levels of users require other aspects with the design of a system. For 

instance, novice users are advanced when a system is easy to learn and expert users are 

more helped with a higher level of efficiency. Nielsen (1993) describes this trade-off 

between the focus of learnability and efficiency during the design of a system, by using 
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the learning curve presented in Figure 5. The learning curve shows that a designer needs 

to make a trade-off between learnability and efficiency. For novice users a system should 

be easy to learn but therefore it is not possible to implement difficult acts for performing 

tasks in a more efficient way. An expert user wishes, on the other hand, that a system is 

highly efficient in use. Because of his or her high level of experience, a new system with 

difficult tasks is easier to learn.  

 

 

 
Figure 5. The learning curve based on the usage proficiency and efficiency over time to learn a 

system; focused on novice and expert users. 

 

In summary, the distributed cognition framework of Hutchins (1995a) is described for 

analysing individual engineers, the social environment, the artefacts, and their mutual 

interaction. For founding these distributed cognition aspects, the literature review 

describes the conditions of working in shifts and what are the positive and negative 

aspects of working according to this scheme. In addition, this section describes why 

engineers are obstructed in maintaining their cognitive focus on a certain source or task. 

In the end, the usability aspects of a systems are mentioned according to Nielsen (1993) 

and Shneiderman (1995 a&b) and the influence of different user levels on the focus of the 

usability attributes during the design of a system. The next chapter describes how this 

study is carried out in order to obtain knowledge for answering the research question. 
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3. Method 
 

To answer the main research question why engineers are restricted in observing and 

acting on alarms and how this can be prevented, this study uses three research methods. 

The central unit of these research methods is to analyse the collection of individuals, the 

social environment, artefacts, and their relations to each other. This method chapter 

describes how the actual research was performed and how the research question was 

operationalised. First, the setup of this study is explained. Secondly, the participants are 

characterised who took part in this study. Finally, the descriptions of the three qualitative 

methods are presented.   

 

3.1. Study setup 

 

To be able to answer the research question, it is necessary to obtain insight into the 

engineers’ activities, and the influences on these activities by their social environment 

and artefacts. Through the various aspects that individually or in connection with other 

aspects may influence the observation of alarms, qualitative research is an appropriate 

method. Qualitative research is highly useful in an evaluative research for trying to 

understand why and how certain outcomes are achieved (Graziano & Raulin, 2004). In 

addition, it reveals users’ insight in the design and implementation of a program. Another 

research method, which is less appropriate for this research, is quantitative research. 

Quantitative research is a systematic scientific investigation of quantitative properties and 

phenomena and their relationship (Graziano & Raulin, 2004). Quantitative research 

methods are more appropriate in a future study for investigating the influences of specific 

aspects, found during this study, that restrict engineers in their performance. The research 

methods were focused on five tooling programs that are mainly used for observing the 

activity of the network and services. In addition to these five tooling programs, the focus 

was also on the engineers’ interaction with Remedy. This tooling program is used for 

reporting all network and service incidents. All observed tooling programs are mentioned 

and explained in the next chapter. 

 

This study consists of the following two qualitative research methods: observations and 

focus groups. Both research methods are followed by a heuristic evaluation. The first 

research method was the implementation of observations. The observations were focused 

on observing all different sorts of information in the beginning and further on, to focus 

into aspects that restrict engineers in their performance. The observations were 

appropriate for becoming familiar with the engineers, their tasks, and the whole NMC 

environment. By asking questions during the observations, we were able to take an 

observation up to and to go further into the subject.  

 

The second qualitative research method consisted of focus group sessions. A focus group 

is a group interview in which a moderator leads the interview and participants need to 

discuss questions supported through the moderator. The goal of the current focus group 

method was to gain a better understanding of the engineers work conditions and to 
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receive feedback regarding the self-made observations. The themes and matching 

questions are formulated according to the information gathered from the observations. 

The big advantage of focus groups is that a moderator leads the discussion by which he is 

able to focus on those aspects that turn out to be relevant.  

 

The third and last performed research method is a heuristic evaluation. A heuristic 

evaluation is for this study based on finding and structuring usability issues about the 

interface design of the tooling program by completing ten principles stated by Nielsen 

(1990). These principles are described according to the knowledge obtained by the 

observations and focus groups.  

 

3.2. Participants 

 

In this study, the maximum number of participants consisted of all 15 male engineers 

who are working permanently within the NMC. During the period of this study, engineers 

worked in five groups of three personnel. Every group consisted of an inexperienced 

engineer, an experienced engineer and a shift supervisor. An inexperienced engineer has 

the lowest level of experience and he may be seen as a novice user in working with the 

tooling programs. An experienced engineer and a shift supervisor are both experienced 

and are therefore expert users. The difference between both expert users is that a shift 

supervisor is the group leader and he has the extra duty of being responsible for the 

performance of the group. The selection of participants for each research method will be 

described and explained in the following design section. 

 

3.3. Qualitative method description 

3.3.1. Participative observations  

 

The implementation of observations was the first step of this qualitative study. 

Observations are designed for offering an orientation and understanding of the process 

and structure of a social setting (Benyon, Turner, & Turner, 2005). The observations were 

broad focused in the beginning and became more specific and narrower focused in the 

end. We received knowledge by sitting next to the engineers and by observing in which 

way and why they act on presented alarms. After becoming more familiar with the 

engineers and their working tasks, we were able to pick up observations and progressing 

further into a subject by asking questions to engineers. A basic knowledge was necessary 

in order to be able to ask further questions regarding received observations and for being 

able to understand what engineers mean by their comments. Just as Hutchins studied the 

aspects that affected and restricted pilots’ in navigating a Boeing airplane (Hutchins, 

1995b), he was not able to flight a Boeing airplane but he was familiar with the flight 

deck and how pilots interacted with it. After receiving a clear view about how engineers 

interact with the different tooling programs in different periods, the observations were 

more aimed according to aspects that were relevant for answering the research question. 
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By paying attention to specific aspects and by asking questions to engineers, we tried to 

obtain information that is more significant.  

 

The obtained information was written down by sitting next to the engineers. These notes 

became more structured after the observations progressed. The observations were 

structured according to the level and knowledge of the engineer, the tooling programs, or 

specific subjects of attention. The obtained information was the foundation and direction 

for the second research method; the focus group sessions.    

 

3.3.2. Focus groups 

 

For the focus group sessions, engineers were divided into three levels: inexperienced, 

experienced engineers, and shift supervisors. This division is based on the differences in 

work experience and the diversity of work activities. Through this diversity, we tried to 

create homogenous focus groups based on the workers experience and authorities. The 

participants should feel comfortable in providing and justifying their answers in a 

discussion without feeling restricted; this will be obtained most easily within a 

homogenous participant group (Morgan & Krueger, 1998). The ideal group size ranges 

according to Morgan & Krueger (1998) from four to ten individuals. While smaller or 

larger groups are possible, groups with fewer than four or more than ten participants are 

difficult to manage (Morgan & Krueger, 1998). The shift work schedule does only allow 

that more than two engineers of the same level are together within the NMC at any one 

time. For that reason, the decision was made to perform two focus group sessions with 

each session there was two engineers for the experienced and inexperienced and the shift 

supervisors’, the focus group was scheduled on their collective day, once a month that is 

spent for their extra duties as shift supervisor. Through this opportunity, the shift 

supervisors’ focus group is performed with all five shift supervisors at the same time. 

 

A pilot focus group session was not performed because of the restricted availability of 

NMC engineers. A check of the tooling manager was seen as a proper replacement for 

getting responses on the experimental design. The localisation of the participants was 

organised in such a way that they were not directed towards the window for avoiding 

distraction. During the focus group, notes were made and the whole conversation was 

recorded through a voice recorder. Engineers were able to use print screens of the main 

tooling program interfaces. These print screens could be used for clarifying the engineers 

statements and in order that engineers were able recognise tooling features. It was for our 

own interpretation to ask further, when provided answers were not clear enough or 

demanded more explanation. Continuing in depth questioning was also adopted when 

engineers mentioned something interesting and more information was desired. 

 

After finishing a focus group, the recorded conversations were typed out together with 

the written notes. These notes were ordered according to which person mentioned an 

answer and at which time of the audio recording. These records were ordered according 

to specific answers on a question divided per engineer level. After each focus group 

session, a check was made if participants understood the questions correctly and if not; 
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these questions were improved before performing the next focus group session. The 

themes and dictated questions of the focus group sessions are described in Appendix B.  

 
3.3.3. Heuristic evaluation  

 

A heuristic evaluation is a systematic inspection for determining the usability for a user 

interface design (Nielsen, 1993). In principle, a heuristic evaluation involves to have a 

small set of evaluators examining the interface of a system and judge their compliance 

according to a number of recognised usability principles; for instance the ten principles 

stated by Nielsen (1990). Nielsen formulated these ten general principles for the 

evaluation of user interface designs; these principles are together with a short explanation 

mentioned in Appendix A. The goal of this heuristic evaluation was to determine the 

usability of the interface designs from the tooling programs. According to the obtained 

information during the earlier two performed qualitative research methods, we were able 

to fill in the ten principles for the tooling programs by ourselves.  

 

Through the performance of the three research methods, we tried to understand when 

engineers are restricted in their observation and acting on alarms and why this is the case. 

The observations started with a wide focus on obtaining related information. After 

receiving more knowledge about how and why engineers implemented their tasks, the 

observation became more focused according to relevant aspects. This focus on relevant 

aspects is continued during the focus group session. In the end, all obtained information 

is summarised with the performance of the heuristic evaluation. 
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4. Setting 
 

This chapter describes the setting of the NMC, the engineers’ tasks and under which 

circumstances engineers need to perform their tasks. In addition to this, the tooling 

programs are described that present the main status of the Vodafone network and services 

that are analysed during this study.  

 

4.1. Network Management Centre  

 

The NMC is responsible for monitoring the Vodafone network and services. With the 

occurrence of a network or service incident, an engineer needs to observe the related 

alarm so Vodafone is able to take action immediately. The advantage of this monitoring 

service is that the network or service incidents are faster indicated so that the mobile 

telecommunication services have a higher efficiency in use. Engineers will notice a 

network or service incident in most cases faster than a customer will. In addition to this 

early recognition, Vodafone is able to inform their important customers with the 

announcement that their subscribed service is not active at that moment in time and that 

Vodafone is trying to re-establish the service. A customer is, because of the NMC, able to 

use their telecommunication services with a higher availability rate.  

 

The NMC monitors the network 24/7 within a three-shift system. The population of the 

NMC consists of 15 engineers who are divided into five groups. Each group consists of a 

shift supervisor, an experienced engineer and an inexperienced engineer. During a shift, 

at least two engineers must be present within the NMC. An engineer is located at a desk 

in front of which in total ten computer displays present several tooling programs (see 

Figure 6). A tooling program is a software package that presents alarms that indicate the 

activity of the network and services.  

 

 
Figure 6. Desk 1 that contains HP OpenView, SITE national, and TeMIP 
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The presented tooling programs show the performance of the network and services 

through alarm severities. An engineer must record an alarm that is related to an incident 

(see Table 1) by mentioning all relevant information in a trouble ticket. A trouble ticket is 

an electronic file that is used as a communication source for reporting information related 

to an incident. Engineers must send the ticket to the department that is responsible for the 

affected network or service. In addition, they need to contact the same department for 

notifying the observed incident and related trouble ticket. Contacting a responsible 

department by phone is called a callout. Because of the 24/7 environment, engineers 

might also have to make a callout during the night. Engineers need to know who is 

responsible for the affected network and whom they need to contact. Most engineers are 

familiar with the correct responsible department; or know how to find them in searchable 

databases. At the start of an incident the responsible department has to been notified of 

the incident, engineers are still responsible for solving the trouble ticket. Engineers need 

to take care that an open trouble ticket will be closed as fast as possible and in any case, 

before the expected end time that is mentioned in the trouble ticket. For trying to make 

progress in the completion of active trouble tickets, engineers contact the department to 

whom the trouble ticket is sent for requesting regular updates dependant on the priority of 

the issue/service incident. In addition to communicating with others, engineers are also 

contacted with questions related to the status of the network that is presented through the 

tooling programs, and questions in relation to the status and progress of active incidents.  

 

In addition to their monitoring tasks, engineers must control the progress of planned 

changes that are being made on the network. Changes on the network are normally 

performed during the night because during this period clients will be less obstructed by 

the inactivity of the network. The planned and approved changes on the network are 

registered on the Cab calendar. These changes have a big influence on the tooling 

observation because these changes result in extra alarms. Service mechanics need to 

report when they start and finish working on the network. When a service mechanic does 

not report his change according to the schedule, engineers must establish the reason for 

delay. 

 

Engineers are most busy and most frequently interrupted in the performance of their tasks 

during office hours. They are disturbed because they need to deal with telephone calls, 

email and with people who visit the NMC. A nightshift falls outside the office hour’s 

period and for that reason engineers are less frequently interrupted by communication 

with internal and external colleagues. However, engineers often need to deal with the 

communication and consequences of the scheduled network changes during a night. In 

addition to predictive moments of liveliness, an abrupt serious network disorder is able to 

cause for a hectic situation at any moment of a day and night.  
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4.2. Tooling programs 

 

All tooling programs that represent the activity of the network and services are presented 

on three desks. Each desk contains ten displays that are controlled through two keyboards 

and two mouses (see Figure 6). Some of these tooling programs are presented several 

times and others just once. The first desk contains an additional television screen that is 

presented above the display structure for the presentation of extra tooling programs. The 

organisation of the desks depends on the importance of the tooling program and how 

many displays the representation of a tooling program claims. The organisation of all 

three desks is presented in Appendix C.  The tooling programs used within the NMC can 

be divided by how they test the activity of the network and services. Tooling programs 

are able to test the network and services in an active or a passive way. Active testing 

means that the program creates its own traffic in a controlled environment for 

determining the health of a network or service. Passive monitoring, on the other hand, is 

measuring the real customers’ experience by monitoring traffic that is generated by 

customers’ themselves. It provides a reflection of the real customer experience and the 

condition of the network and services. All possible alarm severities of the five main 

tooling programs are mentioned in Appendix D.  

 

In total, five tooling programs are used for monitoring the network and services status. 

Information related to these tooling programs is together with Remedy, which is 

responsible for generating and communicating about trouble tickets, presented in Table 1. 

This table presents information about the basic features of each tooling program and the 

differences between each other. First, the whole tooling program designation is presented 

followed by the used abbreviation within the NMC and during the continuation of this 

report. In which way the tooling program implement their tests, is presented in the third 

column. Furthermore, information is offered about the filter structure, the number of used 

displays, and on how many desks the tooling program is presented. In addition, the table 

presents how the tooling programs rank their alarms. Finally, the alarm severities are 

mentioned on which engineers need to act and within which period (see Appendix F). 

Print screens of each tooling program are presented in Appendix E.  
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Table 1. Tooling program features 
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5. Qualitative exploration 
 

The qualitative exploration offers the possibility of obtaining information about 

individual engineers, their social environment, artefacts, and the mutual interaction 

(Graziano & Raulin, 2004). First, in this qualitative exploration we used participative 

observations in order to become acquainted with the engineers and the tooling programs. 

After we become familiar with the NMC environment, the observations became more 

directed toward (possible) restrictions for observing and acting on presented alarms. In 

continuation of obtained information, we performed focus group sessions for rectifying 

and going further into the obtained restrictions. This section describes a combined 

presentation of the obtained results of both research methods in four subject categories. In 

the end of this chapter, the obtained results are summarized and discussed.  

 

5.1. Shift work 

 

Before focussing on the differences between engineers and in which way tooling 

programs present their alarms, this subject category describes the observed and concluded 

influences of working in shifts. As mentioned in the former chapter, the engineers highest 

work pressure is generally during office hours. Engineers are more engaged by telephone 

calls, emails, and colleagues who visit the NMC. Engineers judge this kind of disturbance 

and their fluctuation of tasks, in different ways. Focusing their attention to something else 

is judged as a pleasant diversion but at the same time, this disturbance is judged as a 

distraction.   

 

“It doesn’t bother me when other people visit the NMC environment; I prefer this way of 

distraction because it causes some variation in your daily habits.”  (Experienced 

engineer)  

 

“During the early shift it is often busy within the NMC environment due to people who 

visit the department. You are often more distracted than when you are with your own 

group.” (Inexperienced engineer)  

 

Interruption of other people becomes more harmful during a restricted NMC occupation. 

With an occupation of two engineers, only one engineer is able to observe the tooling 

monitors whilst the other engineer is diverted by the presence of the visitor to the NMC. 

Furthermore, with an occupation of two or three engineers, it is harmful when several 

incidents occur simultaneously. Engineers are only able to act on one incident at any one 

time.  

 

“With a 2-persons occupation there is a chance that one engineer is new or 

inexperienced. In such a situation, you need to act on the majority of alarms by yourself 

and at the same time you need to educate your fellow engineer.” (Experienced engineer)  
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“When you are working with two engineers under a high workload, you have no attention 

for the observation of other alarms.” (Experienced engineer)  

 

In spite of a possible concentration withdrawal because of an interruption of people or 

other interfered aspects, all engineers agreed that it is easier to stay focused during 

daytime. Engineers are focused to respond on the presented alarms in a correct way. 

Acting correctly means that engineers only act on alarms when it indicates an incident 

(hit & correct reject). When engineers act incorrectly, they not respond on alarms that 

indicate an incident (miss) or act on alarms that not indicate an incident (false alarm). The 

threshold level of reacting correct or incorrect may be directed to acting incorrectly when 

engineers are affected in their attention. The variation in tasks and in the environment 

improves the engineers’ concentration level (McEwen, 2000). The evening and night shift 

contain less environmental stimuli and for that reason, it is harder to stay concentrated.  

 

“I prefer to work during daytime because it contains more variation in tasks and the time 

flies because you are constantly busy.” (Shift supervisor)  

 

“During a nightshift and especially between 2 a.m. and 6 a.m. your concentration level is 

considerable reduced.” (Experienced engineer)  

 

Engineers become less active during a night shift because of the contradiction with their 

circadian rhythm and of a shortage of mental stimuli. As discussed in the literature 

chapter, the Yerkes-Dodson curve presents that people need to contain a certain level of 

stimulus for being able to use their memory effectively. The performance of people 

decreases when they contain a low stimulus level. Engineers mentioned that the reduction 

of their mental efficiency can be prevented by staying active by observing and acting on 

alarms and through features related to work or personal interests.  

 

“I try to stay concentrated by working through the handover document for checking and 

responding to the status of available trouble tickets.” (Inexperienced engineer)  

 

“You need to stay active for being able to stay concentrated to the performance of your 

tasks.” (Shift supervisors)  

 

Engineers mentioned with these announcements that because of a decreased level of 

vigilance, engineers change their activity for recovering their attention. In addition to 

changing their activity, four of the five focus groups mentioned that taking a break helps 

them to improve their concentration level. Physical movement is the main favourable 

activity engineers engage in during their break. However, engineers indicate that they are 

not always able to take a break or to perform some physical movement.  

 

“I like to take a break outside for clearing my head. However, you will not always go 

outside when your fellow engineer needs to stay behind alone or when you need to go 

outside in the middle of the night.” (Experienced engineer)  
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A distinction between office hours and working during the night is that engineers act 

separately on presented alarms. Engineers of all levels indicate that they wait in picking 

up alarms during the night. Their reason is that all trouble tickets that require a callout 

gets given a high priority which means that engineers need to wake the contact person of 

the department that is responsible for the alarm. Engineers want to be sure that an alarm 

really demands a callout; they wait for a short period of time to control if the alarm stays 

active or if it clears automatically. Engineers adapt their signal detection threshold level 

because a “false alarm” becomes more important. By waiting, engineers try to obtain 

more certainty about that their respond is no false alarm but a hit. When engineers 

perform a callout, the contacted person may react negatively when they are called from 

their bed during the night. The engineer therefore wants to be 100% sure that there is a 

problem before making a callout.  

 

“When an alarm description tells you to perform a callout during the middle of the night, 

the reaction could be very negative when the alarm turns out to be no big problem.” 

(Inexperienced engineer)  

 

Observations highlighted that the working environment of the NMC is adapted for 

compensating the negative influences of working in shifts. The first adjustment is that the 

NMC is closed off for Vodafone employees who have no purpose being within the NMC. 

A restricted entrance takes care of the prevention of unnecessary distractions. In addition, 

engineers are capable of turning on their favourite music. We also paid attention to the 

light provision at the NMC. The windows are covered up with dark tape to prevent 

sunlight from obstructing the engineers view during daytime. In addition, blinds are able 

to darken the environment and an adjustable light switch is available to compensate the 

shortage of light provision inside the NMC. The last engineers’ adjustments are the 

possibility to adjust the table height, the height of the screen framework, and the 

adjustable chairs. 

 

In general, engineers declared that working in shifts have different influences on their 

level of arousal. Working during office hours often contains a high workload (over-

arousal) and working during night may result in a concentration withdrawal (under-

arousal). Both levels of arousal are according to the Yerksen-Dodson curve (McEwen, 

2000) no optimal level for performing with a high level of memory efficiency. In 

addition, distraction of other people within the NMC is judged as an obstruction for the 

engineers’ performance in monitoring the tooling programs. However, this same 

distraction is also judged as pleasant because engineers are interrupted in their common 

tasks. Engineers mentioned that an interruption during the performance of their tasks 

helps them to regain their concentration. Physical movement is the engineers’ preferred 

activity for regaining their concentration. 
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5.2. Level of experience and knowledge transfer 

 

During the progress of the observations and the implementation of the focus group 

sessions, the difference in engineer levels became more important. The main difference 

between the engineer levels is the degree of knowledge. Engineers receive their 

knowledge through their experience of working within the NMC and because of their 

training program. The education of experienced engineers is founded by courses and by 

their personal experiences of working within the NMC. Experienced engineers were 

already active in the NMC before particular parts of the network were outsourced. The 

experience of managing the whole network created an extended understanding of how the 

network is built up and functionalities.  

 

The present training program for new engineers mainly consists of learning on the job. 

Experienced engineers need to instruct new and inexperienced engineers on how they 

need to perform their tasks. In spite of their lack of knowledge, and experience, 

inexperienced engineers need to observe and act on alarms that indicate a network or 

service incident, immediately. With the current population of three engineers per group, it 

is difficult to provide inexperienced engineers with an extensive training program; this is 

because experienced engineers also need to perform their own tasks. Experienced 

engineers do not always have the time to explain the full reason for an outage to the 

inexperienced engineers. Inexperienced therefore need to use their initiative. 

 

Inexperienced engineers indicated it is hard to understand without a proper foundation 

why alarms need to be tackled in a certain performed way. It is hard to understand the big 

picture of exactly what is happening in the network and how this is transferred through to 

the alarms being received. Often a number of alarms are received and it is not always 

obvious that the alarms are related. This can often be the case when a number of changes 

are taking place. Distinguishing between real alarms and alarms being caused by a 

change comes with a greater understanding and experience.  

 

“The education of how to act on an alarm often happens when an alarm is presented and 

need to be registered. In such situation, no time is available to explain how to act on the 

alarm.” (Inexperienced engineer)  

 

“Experienced engineers provided you with information regarding how to act on an 

alarm. In continuation, you are performing according to the instruction but you not now 

why.” (Inexperienced engineer) 

 

A proper explanation would help inexperienced engineers in learning to understand why 

and how to act in a certain way. Experienced engineers and specialists of other 

departments possess a lot of knowledge but they are not educated to communicate their 

knowledge in a teaching way. It may be difficult for experienced engineers to translate 

their knowledge in a clear and understandable explanation. Experienced engineers may 

use expressions, explanations, and shortcuts that are clear for themselves but not for 

inexperienced engineers. 
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“You perform a certain action because someone told you, but you do not know what you 

have performed and what the result is of this action are.” (Inexperienced engineer)  

 

In addition to the personal instructions, inexperienced engineers are also able to receive 

network and tooling information within the NMC’s Wikipedia page. On this intranet 

page, specialists’ present information about the network and in which way the tooling 

programs works. Inexperienced engineers indicated that they want to learn how systems 

operate but they are restricted in their capabilities of gathering required information. 

Searching for this information is often a time-consuming task. This amount of time is not 

always available in a hectic situation.   

 

“It is frustrating that you want to perform your work as good as possible but your are 

restricted through your shortage of technical knowledge.” (Inexperienced engineer)  

 

A disadvantage of the current training method is that inexperienced engineers start 

working under guidance of an experienced engineer and support of the digital 

information sources. However, when inexperienced engineers are able to reproduce an 

action that is demonstrated to them, this does not mean that they also understand what 

exactly they are doing. Inexperienced operators recognised and anticipated on a shortage 

of their training program by making a short training documentation by their own. This 

document contains designations to subjects that engineers need to know related to the 

tooling program and tasks and for some subjects, where this information can be found.  

 

During the observations, it turned out that, inexperienced as well as experienced, 

engineers do not always act as they are supposed to. The general rule for HP OV and 

TeMIP is that all critical and major alarms need to be picked up because they indicate a 

network or service incident. It turns out that the presented alarm severities do not always 

indicate the real network status. Engineers do not always act according to the proposed 

way because they spend time and effort by first deciding if an alarm really indicates an 

incident. When engineers act unnecessarily on an alarm in the past, they will remember 

this in the case of a following appearance. Inexperienced engineers indicated that 

engineers with more experience contain more knowledge about when to act and when not 

to act on a presented alarm.  

 

“It is principally based on experience; an experienced engineer will be better able to 

decide if an alarm indicates no incident and will demand no action.” (Inexperienced 

engineer)  

 

Related alarm information about when and how to act on alarms, is often not presented 

with the alarm presentation. In the current condition, it often depends on the engineers 

experience with the related alarm. Experienced engineers are better able to indicate when 

an alarm indicates an incident (= hit) or indicate no incident (false alarm). Inexperienced 

engineers not contain an elaborative knowledge about how to act on alarms and for that 

reason, they are less capable to indicate an alarm as a hit or false incident alarm. In 

addition to inexperienced engineers, also experienced engineers reported to have a 

shortage of presented information. In spite of their experience, these engineers are 
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restricted in their performance because of the ratio they need to act on certain alarms. 

Experienced engineers offered the option that a better alarm description would assist 

them in cases when they are not familiar with an alarm and do not know how to act. 

 

“A better alarm description would help you by knowing how to act on an alarm.” 

(Experienced engineer)  

 

Inexperienced engineers often do not know which department is responsible for a specific 

alarm. This necessary alarm information is either rarely presented in the alarm 

presentation. Experienced engineers are often familiar with this knowledge in comparison 

to less experienced engineers. This information is mainly received by acting on specific 

alarms and gaining this kind of knowledge. A possibility for retrieving information about 

the responsible stream is by searching for the related Service Level Agreement (SLA) of 

the related stream. Engineers indicated that it is hard and time-consuming to find the 

matching SLA or other information sources.  

 

“It is very time-consuming for retrieving information about which department is 

responsible for the alarm. This time can be better used for monitoring the tooling 

programs for searching for new alarms.” (Inexperienced engineers)  

 

Several cases are mentioned when inexperienced engineers are unfavourable for the 

performance of experienced engineers. However, inexperienced engineers are also 

valuable for reducing the workload within the NMC and for their fellow engineers. 

Inexperienced engineers are able to observe alarms and to communicate this to others. 

Because of the current desktop realisation, not all tooling programs are presented on one 

desk. Two desks need to be monitored for observing all tooling programs. Inexperienced 

engineers are able to act on self-observed alarms after becoming familiar with the tooling 

programs. In addition to observing and acting on alarms, inexperienced engineers are also 

able to answer emails and telephone calls within the NMC. Inexperienced engineers will 

receive more information and become more experienced over time. It takes time for 

gaining knowledge and confidence on how to act with specific alarms and where to find 

the relative information. 

 

The manner of communication and interaction of training inexperienced engineers is 

perfectly suitable in Hutchins analysing framework of distributed cognition (see Figure 

1). Hutchins distributed cognition is based on the mutual interaction between individual, 

the social environment, and the artefacts. Individual engineers communicate with fellow 

engineers regarding the observation and performance of their tasks. Engineers also 

communicate with their social environment for retrieving and supporting of information. 

Internal as well as external departments communicate with engineers regarding actions 

related to alarms. The interaction with artefacts is another possibility for engineers to 

retrieve alarm information. Databases are a source of information for engineers to support 

trouble tickets with more specific alarm information.  

 

In general, the main difference between engineers is their level of experience. Engineers 

are inexperienced or experienced which affects them in their knowledge regarding the 
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tooling programs, related alarms, and the network structure. In the current setup, 

experienced engineers need to educate inexperienced engineers of how they need to 

perform their tasks of observing and acting on alarms. It turned out that this way of 

education has a few restrictions; e.g. shortage of insight in alarms and tooling programs, 

lack of intelligibility, and insufficient time for the performance of this education. In spite 

of a shortage of experience, all engineers act according to their own alarm knowledge. 

Based on their gained knowledge, engineers indicate whether an alarm presents a network 

or service incident and how they need to act. Engineers mentioned that they are restricted 

in obtaining information in relation to when and how they need to act on a specific alarm.  

 

5.3. Alarm presentation 

 

After presenting the influences of working in shifts and the engineers experience levels, 

this category describes how the tooling programs present their alarms and how engineers 

observe them. One main difference between the tooling programs is the amount of 

information provision. SITE, E2E, and Qos manager (see Figure 7) present less 

information at a first glance and more information after opening the alarm. These tooling 

programs present only the identification of an alarm severity at a certain point of time. 

HP OV and TeMIP (see Figure 8) present, on the other hand, more information in their 

main interface. In addition to the alarm severity and time of receipt, they also present 

additional alarm information about what causes the alarm. Engineers indicate that the 

restricted presentation turns out to be more surveyable.  

 

“With this interface you are able to observe in one glance if something is wrong.” 

(Inexperienced engineer)  

 

“With this interface it is easier to distinguish the observation of incident alarms.” 

(Inexperienced engineer)  

 

  
Figure 7. Main interface Qos manager   Figure 8. Main interface TeMIP  

 

During the observations, engineers indicated it is easier to observe the alarm severities in 

an interface with less presented information. Engineers’ first indication is to decide what 
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the priority of the alarm is based on its severity. All five tooling programs use colours for 

the presentation of the alarm severities. Engineers indicate that one of their main triggers 

for observing new alarms is this colour presentation. 

 

“Your first trigger for observing the alarms severity is the coloured beams.” 

(Experienced engineer)  

 

“I suppose your first observation trigger is the colour presentation. From this colour 

presentation you start searching.” (Inexperienced engineer)  

  

It is remarkable that all tooling programs use the same colour presentations for indicating 

the alarm severities, except SITE (see Appendix D). This tooling program presents for 

instance a critical alarm by a purple colour instead of a red colour. In addition to the used 

colours, the used surface for the presentation of the alarm severities is also different. 

According to the observation and focus group results, the surface differences seem to 

have no influence on the engineers’ alarm perception. Engineers noted no perceptual 

restrictions about the smaller colour presentations of HP OV and TeMIP in comparison 

with the wide colour bars of E2E (see Figure 9).   

 

a)    

b)  

c)  

 
Figure 9. a) critical alarm in E2E, b) critical alarm in HP OV, c) critical alarm in TeMIP  

 

Another way of observing critical alarms is the presentation of the pop-up menu in HP 

OV (see Figure 10). A pop-up menu appears with the entrance of a critical alarm in the 

middle of the display (see Figure 11). This pop-up menu is a good alarm presentation 

because it is a well observable announcement and engineers are forced to act on a pop-up 

menu before they are able to interact with HP OV. With every new critical alarm, a new 

pop-up menu is presented at the same location and overlaps the former presented pop-up 

announcement(s). Engineers are for that reason not able to observe the number of critical 

alarms that are already presented.  

 

 

 

 
Figure 10. A HP OV pop-up menu           Figure 11. A pop-up menu in the HP OV interface 
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As well as the colour presentation and the pop-up menu, the sequences of alarms also 

support engineers with relative alarm information. Alarms are ordered according to the 

time of the last received alarm or according to the level of alarm severity (see Table 1). 

Through this presentation order, engineers are able to search towards a location in the 

whole interface design.  

 

“Anyhow, my screen is ordered in such a way that the most important alarms are 

presented on top. For this reason you first observe the alarms that are presented on top 

because those alarms are most important to observe.” (Inexperienced engineer)  

 

In addition to those features that are important for engineers to observe new alarms, 

engineers are also confronted with a number of interface restrictions for the observation 

of alarms. The filter structure of HP OV and TeMIP restrict the engineers view because 

alarms may fall outside the filter surface and for that reason outside the engineers’ 

perceptual range. Table 2 presents the average of all presented alarms of the seven HP 

OV filters per week over a total period of five weeks. Some filters present more alarms 

than others do but even the lowest average is surprisingly high. The VCS filter presents 

on average one hundred alarms per day.  

  
Table 2. The average of the number of presented alarms for each HP OV filter  

Filter IPserv CMS UNIX Web NMC-IT VCS SAS-

NMC 

Average  20184 4145 5022 101419 2424 737 50485 

 

Engineers indicated that a small filter surface restrict them in perceiving new alarms. 

Namely, engineers are forced to scroll down through the alarm list when the whole filter 

surface is filled up with alarms.  

 

“When you receive many alarms in a short period, alarms can fall outside the filter 

screen. This means that you need to scroll down the alarm list.” (Shift supervisor)  

 

An advantage of HP OV for the restricted filter surface, in accordance to TeMIP, is the 

application of a duplicate number. Alarms that occur more than once are declared with a 

duplicate number in the same alarm statement as the first arrival. By using this duplicate 

presentation, HP OV saves surface in the restricted available filter surface. TeMIP, on the 

other hand, presents all alarms with a new alarm presentation.  

 

Another situation when engineers are obstructed in their observations of new alarms is 

when a so-called “alarm storm” takes care for a wealth of major and critical alarms. An 

alarm storm is a result of damage on the network that arouses many alarms. This 

overflow of incident alarms will hide the alarm presentation of other incidents. Figure 12 

shows the result of an alarm storm were an HP OV filter, with the surface of a whole 

monitor, is filled up with critical and major alarms that are generated in a period of one 

minute.  
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Figure 12. Alarms presented in HP OV generated by an alarm storm 

 

In addition to the restricted filter surface, 

engineers try to improve the presentation of new 

incoming alarms by selecting the already 

presented alarms. The selected alarms receive a 

grey background while new incoming alarms 

receive a white background colour (see Figure 

13). When a selected alarm receives a new 

duplicate, it keeps its grey background colour 

and moves to the top of the alarm filter. During 

the observations, it turned out that not all 

engineers chose to select the already available 

alarms. The disadvantage of this selection is that 

engineers constantly need to repeat the alarm 

selection.                Figure 13. Selected alarms in HP OV 

      

An advantage of the current HP OV incompliance with TeMIP, is that some alarms fall 

off automatically because they are cleared by a normal alarm. However, the shortcoming 

of this automatic disappearance is that engineers are not able to observe whether an alarm 

stays presented or disappears automatically and if a normal alarm is or is not presented. It 

provides engineers with an unclear view. 

 

“You often act on an alarm unnecessary because of no received cleared alarm. Some 

alarms are automatically cleared and others stay presented but are solved in the 

meantime.” (Shift supervisors)  

 

In addition to a possible automatic clearance, engineers are able to acknowledge and 

therefore delete an alarm from a filter. Both tooling programs offer the possibility to 

delete an alarm when it is not necessary anymore. The uncomfortable feature of deleting 

alarms is that it is often difficult for engineers to be sure that alarms present no network 

or service incident is in progress.    
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“You often not know why a certain alarm is coming in and for which reason.” 

(Inexperienced engineer)  

 

“The uncertainty does not stop me from acknowledging alarms because I prefer an 

interface with only major and critical alarms” (Inexperienced engineer)  

 

A disadvantage of the restricted information provision with Qos manager is that 

engineers are not able to see in one glance if an alarm really indicates an incident alarm. 

An alarm severity depends on the threshold calculated by users that are able to use a node 

successfully and unsuccessfully. The threshold is determined by dividing the error rate by 

the total rate of success and error. If only one person is 

trying to use a certain service and he does not succeed 

at this, this will result in an error rate of 100 percent 

and will be presented by a critical alarm. All engineers 

indicated that it is disturbing that they are not able to 

observe how many IMSI’s (International Mobile 

Subscriber Identities) caused a critical alarm           Figure 14. Critical alarms in 

(see Figure 14).                   Qos manager 

  

“It is not able to see a change in the alarm presentation when one user has problems or 

that a whole corporation is down.” (Experienced engineer)  

 

Engineers do not label a critical alarm as an incident when it is caused by only one IMSI. 

Engineers are able to find this information but only by opening the alarm and searching in 

submenus. The inconvenience is that the compilation of the error rate is able to fluctuate 

and a possible change cannot be observed unless engineers search through the alarm, 

again. The restricted presentation of the alarm severities are judged as well organised and 

observable but the informative restriction may not lead to a shortcoming of necessary 

information.  

 

The general rule for HP OV and TeMIP is that all major and critical alarms need to be 

picked up by registering this alarm in a remedy trouble ticket. However, it is not always 

true that a minor alarm, which is one gradation lower than a major alarm, is no indication 

for an incident. The collection of alarm severities is a ladder that ends with the highest 

alarm severity, a critical alarm. Low alarm severities indicate for that reason also an 

incident, but only in the beginning of an incident. It does not mean that low alarm 

severities always increase to a higher alarm severity. Engineers mentioned that they use 

their own knowledge related to which alarm is presented or which network part performs 

an alarm, to decide if a minor alarm or other alarm severities indicate an incident.  

 

“In addition to observing the presentation of the alarm severity, I also observe 

information about the node that performs the alarm because some nodes are more 

important than others.” (Experienced engineer)  

 

In general, engineers observe new alarms through the colour presentation of the alarm 

severity, the location of the interface, and by presented pop-up menus. Engineers 
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indicated that their observation of new alarms is negatively influenced by the restricted 

presentation surface of some tooling programs and the amount of (unnecessary) presented 

information. The presentation of alarms can be improved by only presenting that 

information what engineers need to have in order to act accordingly.  

 

5.4. Alarm observation 

 

The former category described how the tooling programs present their alarms. In 

addition, this category describes under which circumstances engineers need to observe 

the presented alarms. Engineers observe alarms by continual screening their desk 

monitors. The display division per desk is not the same for all three desks (see Appendix 

C). Engineers may be forced to screen the monitors of the adjacent desk when a fellow 

engineer is not present. The rounded desk set-up simplifies the observation of 

neighbouring desk monitors (see Figure 15).  

 
Figure 15. The NMC desk positioning 

 

Engineers are forced to screen each display separately because all tooling programs 

present their alarms through visual feedback. During the screening of these displays, 

operators search for alarms that indicate an incident. All possible alarm severities per 

tooling program and those alarm severities on which engineers need to act, are presented 

in Appendix D & F. Engineers mentioned that screening of the presented alarms becomes 

an automatic activity.  

 

“It is an automatic performance. You are performing a scan of all monitors without any 

prompting.” (Shift supervisor)  

 

“For instance, you are looking on what time the last alarm entered once every fifteen 

minutes or half an hour.” (Experienced engineer)  
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When engineers screen their tooling programs, they compare the presented alarms with 

alarms they are already familiar. The colour presentation is the engineers’ first trigger 

during the alarm observation. Engineers use their exogenous attention for the observation 

of colours that presented alarm severities. This engineers’ exogenous attention is based 

on the perception of bottom-up information of observing the current presented alarms. In 

addition to the presented colours, the location of the alarms that is based on the received 

time of the alarm severity is another crucial aspect for the alarm observation. This 

engineers’ prior knowledge of where to look, is based on their endogenous attention. 

Endogenous attention is a controlled way of information because it depends on the 

observers’ goals and expectations. Engineers focus their attention to particular surfaces of 

the tooling program interfaces because they know where to observe new and high 

severity alarms.  

 

Before engineers are able to observe alarms, it is necessary that tooling programs present 

the active state of the network and services. A restriction for observing alarms is when 

tooling programs are not active. Many engineers mentioned that one reason why alarms 

are not observed is because tooling programs are frozen.  

 

“One reason why alarms are not observed right away is because the tooling programs 

are frozen.” (Experienced engineer)  
 

“I think it is wrong that we are monitoring for observing whether the tooling programs 

are still active. You should be able take for granted that the tooling programs are for 

100% trustful.” (Experienced engineers)  

 

Engineers mentioned that SITE as well as HP OV frequently freezes with the result that 

the presentation is not refreshed. During the observations, we noticed that one of the HP 

OV filters was inactive. The heartbeat trigger had the colour red but because of the size of 

the heartbeat trigger, the activity of the tooling program is difficult to observe (see Figure 

16). It was even more difficult to observe the inactivity of the filter because the other 

seven filters were still active and received new alarms. 

 

 
Figure 16. Heartbeat trigger of one HP OV filter 
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SITE refreshes its interface automatically when 

engineers activate a refresh option after they 

started the tooling program. The problem with 

SITE is that the program does not always 

present this update. Figure 17 shows that the 

interface of SITE national is frozen because it 

created an update on 14:38 but the presentation 

stop at 12:30. A time difference between these 

two times (Figure 17) or a constantly same 

interface view, are triggers for determining that 

SITE is inactive.  
                Figure 17. Inactive SITE national 
 

In addition to the HP OV and SITE, also the heartbeat triggers of the other tooling 

programs have certain restrictions. One of these heartbeat triggers is the operational 

context view that represents the filters activity of TeMIP. The filters activity is presented 

through the colour of the bells (see Figure 18). The 

restriction of this heartbeat trigger is that engineers 

need to open this menu themselves after opening 

TeMIP. TeMIP contains an option that the 

operational context view is automatically 

presented after opening the tooling program. We 

observed that engineers are not always familiar 

with this automatic presentation option and that 

this heartbeat is not always opened.          
Figure 18. Operational context view that      

represents the filters activity 

 

After observing the activity of the tooling programs, in cooperation with the engineers, it 

turned out that most problems are with SITE. In a period of three weeks, SITE 

international was at least frozen for 14 times and SITE national at least 9 times (see 

Appendix G. These numbers are a minimum amount because the results depended largely 

on the engineers’ attention for the observation and report of the occurrences’. In addition 

to the number of frozen tooling programs, most noticeable is the period between when 

SITE was frozen and when engineers noticed this (see Appendix G). This period varied 

between half an hour and nine or ten hours. During these periods, also several shift 

changes took place were a new group did not noticed the inactivity of SITE immediately. 

Tooling programs may not be active for a certain reason but when this happens, 

heartbeats triggers need to draw the engineers attention immediately. Furthermore, 

engineers mentioned that they rarely reported a frozen tooling program in the past. Their 

argumentation was that restarting of a tooling program is easier and less time intrusive 

than making a trouble ticket for this occurrence.   

 

The planned changes that are presented on the change calendar, is another reason why 

engineers are interfered in their alarm observation. A change often causes many alarms 

that do not indicate an incident. The appearance of these alarms cloud the observation of 

alarms that are not caused by the change. An inexperienced engineer mentioned during 
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the observations that the lack of clarity about the cause of an alarm obstructs them in 

concluding if an alarm requires an action or can be denied. After a change is finished, 

alarms are cleared up with a possible chance that engineers also acknowledge existing 

incident alarms. More experienced engineers are better able to decide if an alarm is 

caused by a change because they have more knowledge about the structure of the network 

and the relevant nodes.  

 

In general, engineers observe the tooling programs presented at their desk according to an 

automatic performance. They are forced to observe each tooling program separately 

because the alarms are only presented by visual feedback. The observation of alarms is 

restricted because some tooling programs are able to freeze and engineers are not able to 

observe new alarms. Heartbeat triggers that indicate the activity of a tooling program 

contain some observational restrictions.  
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5.5. Discussion 

 

The obtained results of the participative observations and focus group sessions were 

combined and distributed over four subject categories. The first category was the 

influence of working in shifts on the engineers’ performance. Engineers noticed that the 

highest work pressure occurs during office hours. In spite of the higher work pressure, all 

engineers commented that it is easier to stay focused during daytime because of the 

permanent variation in tasks. The evening and night shift contain less environmental 

stimuli therefore it is harder to remain consistently concentrated. Engineers try to regain 

their concentration for performing their tasks by changing their activity or taking a break. 

During their break, engineers prefer to make a short walk outside if the work pressure and 

the time of the day allow it. It turned out that the engineers’ way of acting depends on the 

time of the day. When acting on alarms outside office hours, engineers need to produce a 

trouble ticket with a high priority and conduct a callout to notify the responsible 

department. Engineers wait longer before acting on alarms to be certain about the 

persistent activity of the alarm. When engineers are certain about the activity of an 

incident, they may act differently by indicating the trouble ticket with a lower priority 

through which engineers do not need to perform a callout. It may result in a good and 

smooth alarm settling when engineers act according to their own specific alarm 

knowledge, but the negative aspect is that engineers may not act in a uniform way 

because engineers will not have the same knowledge for all possible alarms.   

 

In addition to the engineers’ alarm knowledge, the second category consisted of analyses 

the influence of the level of experience and the way of transferring knowledge onto the 

engineers’ performance. The main difference between the engineers experience levels is 

their degree of knowledge. Experienced engineers contain extensive knowledge because 

of their training programs and experience of working with the complete network in 

comparison to inexperienced engineers who are educated by learning on the job. 

Experienced engineers educate inexperienced engineers by acting on presented alarms. A 

restriction of this training method is the available time for educating inexperienced 

engineers at a point when engineers need to act as fast as possible on a presented incident 

alarm. Another restriction is that inexperienced engineers are often able to repeat a 

certain action but they do not understand why and how they need to act in a certain way. 

Experienced engineers explain something in a way which may be logical for themselves 

but not for inexperienced engineers with no prior knowledge regarding the network or 

services. In addition to the education by experienced engineers, engineers are also able to 

search for alarm information in digital databases. Engineers indicated that it is hard and 

time-consuming to find information in these information sources; time which is not 

always available in a hectic situation. Inexperienced engineers indicated that they want to 

learn how something works but they are restricted in their capabilities of gathering 

required information. In addition to inexperienced engineers, also experienced engineers 

reported to have a shortage of presented information. In spite of their experience, these 

engineers are restricted in their performance because of the low manpower ratio when 

they need to act on certain situations. 
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The third category describes how the alarm presentation restricts engineers in their 

observation of new alarms. The most used interface features for perceiving new alarms 

are the colour presentation of the alarm severities, the location of the presented alarms, 

and pop-up menus. Engineers are obstructed in their observation of these interface 

features in two ways. The first engineers’ restriction is that too much information is 

presented in the main interface of the tooling programs. The only desirable alarm 

information is that information which is able to inform engineers if an alarm indicates a 

new service or network incident. Another restriction is the amount of presented alarms in 

the restricted interface surface. Engineers only act on a certain part of all presented 

alarms; all other presented alarms restrict the engineers’ observation. Engineers react on 

these observation restrictions by improving the view according to their own 

opportunities. By acknowledging or selecting the already known alarms, engineers try to 

improve the observation of new presented alarms.  

 

The last category describes the restrictions related to the observation of alarms. In spite of 

the restrictions within the tooling programs interfaces, engineers are not able to observe 

new alarms when the tooling programs do not present the active service or network 

status. Tooling programs may not be active but when this happens, heartbeats triggers 

need to draw the engineers’ attention immediately. With the current heartbeat triggers, 

engineers are supposed to draw their attention to the heartbeat triggers instead of that 

heartbeat triggers draw the attention of the engineers. The restricted perceptibility of the 

current heartbeat triggers are demonstrated through the period of what engineers need to 

perceive that SITE was frozen; see Appendix G. Another restriction is the level of 

uncertainty during a network change. A network change takes care for the presentation of 

many alarms that obstruct the observation of incident alarms that are not related to the 

network change. More experienced engineers are more able to decide if an alarm is 

caused by a change because they have more in-depth knowledge in relation to the 

structure of the network and the alarms that may be occur when a specific change takes 

place. 

 

The current qualitative exploration offered the possibility of obtaining information 

regarding individual engineers, their social environment, artefacts, and the mutual 

interaction. By implementing participant observations and focus group sessions, we 

obtained a better view of the engineers’ restrictions regarding observing and acting on 

alarms. The next chapter describes a deeper focus on the engineers restrictions related to 

interface design of the tooling programs.  
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6. Heuristic evaluation 
 

The heuristic evaluation is performed for obtaining a surveyable overview of the 

engineers’ usability issues regarding the interface design of the tooling programs. The 

heuristic evaluation is performed according to the ten principles of Nielsen (1990); these 

principles are described in Appendix A. These ten principles are general principles for a 

user interface design, which are more in the nature of rules of thumb than specific 

usability issues (Nielsen, 1993). This section describes the fulfilment of these ten 

principles based on our own obtained knowledge of the participative observations and 

focus group sessions.  

 

Visibility of system status 
It is essential that a systems interface keep users informed about what is going on in the 

system with which they interact. A user should know where he is at that time and what 

the available following actions are to go to (Nielsen, & Molich, 1990). It turned out that 

all tooling programs are restricted in the visibility of the system status. The tooling 

programs present alarms but engineers are not informed about possible follow up actions. 

Engineers need to open an alarm according to their own initiative and they need to search 

through menus for ending up with the desired information. E2E is the only tooling 

program that provides engineers with feedback about in which (sub) menu they need to 

be. This tooling program guides engineers through the sub-node presentation to the 

specific sub-node that is responsible for the alarm severity of the main product (see 

Figure 19).  

 

 
Figure 19. Alarm presentation of E2E   

 

The activity of the tooling programs is presented through heartbeat triggers. Tooling 

programs present heartbeat triggers for indicating the activity of the tooling programs. 

The main complain regarding the presented heartbeat triggers is that they do not draw 

enough attention. Engineers are forced to focus their attention to the static presentation of 

the heartbeat triggers instead of that heartbeat triggers draws the engineers attention.  
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Match between system and the real world 
The second principle describes that a system should speak the same language as the users. 

The language should exist of words, phrases and concepts that are familiar to the user, 

rather than system-oriented terms (Nielsen, & Molich, 1990). The language used for 

presenting an alarm may be unclear when engineers are not familiar with this language. 

Figure 20 present two examples of single alarms of SITE int. (a) and HP OV (b) that 

make no sense when people are not familiar with these expressions.  

 

a.  

b.  

 
Figure 20. A single alarm presented in (a.) SITE int. and (b.) HP OV.  

 

Engineers become familiar with unclear alarm language when they are more experienced 

with network and service alarms. Experienced engineers are through their experience 

within the NMC and their extensive education more familiar with alarms and with the 

presented expressions. Inexperienced engineers may learn how to act on a presented 

alarm in a successful way but without really understanding what a certain alarm text 

means. This lack of knowledge may restrict engineers in proactive working and on their 

insight and motivation of acting on alarms.  

 

User control and freedom 
The third principle is whether engineers are able to leave an unwanted action when they 

chose to (by mistake) a wrong system function. The studied tooling programs present 

alarms in their main interface and engineers need to observe and start acting according to 

the presented alarm information. It may occur that engineers chose a wrong sub menu but 

when they do not find the expected information, engineers are able to close the menu or 

open another sub menu instead. Engineers are restricted in their freedom because 

engineers are only able to use the tooling programs in one way without shortcuts or 

different ways of acting. The only shortcut is when engineers know where to find the 

required information by themselves.   

 

However, one situation when engineers are not free in undoing a wrong choice is when 

they have acknowledged an alarm. After an alarm is acknowledged, the alarm is not 

visible anymore in the main filter interface for all Vodafone departments that contain the 

same tooling program. Acknowledged alarms can only be recovered by making a history 

filter.  

  

Consistency and standards 
Users should not have a feeling of doubt because of changes or inconsistency in the 

system. A designer needs to take care for a consistency of words, situations, or actions for 

clarity in using a system (Nielsen, & Molich, 1990). The main interface feature of how 

engineers observe alarms is through the colour presentation of the alarm severities. The 

used colours for presenting the alarm severities are for all tooling programs the same 

expect for SITE. SITE uses a different colour presentation for the presentation of their 
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alarm severities (see Appendix E). According to the system designer, it is not possible to 

change this colour presentation. 

 

The outsourcing of certain network parts causes an inconsistency in the presentation of 

alarms in TeMIP. This tooling program also presents alarms that do not fall under the 

responsibility of the NMC. Engineers need to decide based on their own knowledge 

whether they need to act on a presented alarm or not. In addition to this uncertain 

responsibility, the alarm presentation of TeMIP does not indicate who is responsible for a 

certain alarm. Engineers need to decide based on their own knowledge if an incident 

alarm falls under the responsibility of the NMC.  

 

Error prevention 
A careful design, which prevents that a problem occurs in the first place, is a system with 

a better design than a system with good error messages. However, when a problem 

occurs, a system should provide the user with clear and helpful language. For this study, 

an error occurs when engineers do not act accurately on the presentation of alarms. 

Because of the visual presentation of alarms, engineers depend on their own signal 

detection for observing alarms. Engineers signal detection depends on their physical state, 

as mentioned in the literature review. The influence of working in shifts may result in a 

high or low level of stimulus by which the threshold level may go in the direction of a 

negative engineers’ response. The threshold shift will result in more misses; an incident 

will not be judged as an incident alarm. In addition to this result of the physical state, 

engineers also declared that they wait and decrease their level of threshold of acting on 

alarms during the night. A correct reject counts heavier than a hit because engineers want 

to be sure not to perform an unnecessary callout and end up with a miss. Tooling 

programs are not able to adjust their alarm presentation according to the physical or 

experience influences.  

 

Another error restriction when observing alarms is preventing that tooling programs 

freeze. The reason why tooling programs freeze is often difficult to establish. When a 

tooling program is inactive, engineers need to be informed as fast as possible. The main 

complain about the heartbeat triggers is that engineers need to pay attention to a static 

presented heartbeat trigger instead of a heartbeat triggers draw the engineers’ attention. 

 

Recognition rather than recall 
A user should not need to remember information between two different parts of a 

dialogue. The engineers’ memory should be minimised during the recognition of the 

system functions (Nielsen, & Molich, 1990). For a user it is easier to recognise the 

following action they need to perform, instead of recalling this information. Engineers 

should not need to remember information between two different parts of a dialogue. 

When engineers act on alarms according to their own experience, they recognise a certain 

alarm presentation and according to this presented information, they recall how to act on 

the presented alarm. The only tooling programs that occasionally present engineers’ 

information on how to act on alarms are TeMIP and HP OV. These tooling programs 

present which department is responsible for the specific alarm and in which 
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circumstances engineers need to act. When an alarm presentation does not present this 

information, engineers need to recall where to find this related alarm information.  

 

Flexibility and efficiency of use 
A system should be flexible and efficient in its use, so all levels of users are able to use a 

system in an efficient way. Novice and expert users have a variety of knowledge based 

about how to fulfil their goals within the system (Nielsen, & Molich, 1990). All tooling 

programs with exception of E2E, are designed for presenting the activity of the Vodafone 

services and network. These systems are designed with the purpose of serving different 

companies and users for controlling their own network. The tooling programs are not 

specially designed for serving the tasks within the NMC but they are kept consistent and 

standard for being able to serve a wider set of applications. According to the vision of 

Nielsen (1993), a system should be designed in such a way that different levels of users 

(companies) are able to perform their tasks successfully.  

 

The manner in which way alarms are presented in the tooling program is uninformed for 

all levels of user experience. Engineers have their tricks for improving the presentation of 

alarms but this counts the same for all engineers. The tooling programs are not focused 

on improving the interface regarding to different user experience levels. The only 

interaction shortcut for engineers, contain their available foreknowledge for acting on 

alarms.  

 

Aesthetic and minimalist design 
Extraneous information on a page is a distraction and a slow-down of the performance of 

a system. With the desk arrangement of all presented tooling programs, engineers are 

flooded with all sorts of information. It is fair to say that the studied systems are not 

designed from a minimalistic perspective. Engineers need to observe those alarm features 

that indicate a new alarm, between all presented information of the whole tooling and 

desk interface. An additional restriction of perceiving new alarms is that engineers are 

only able to act on visual alarm feedback. For the tasks of observing and acting on 

alarms, the presented information may be reduced. The observation of the alarm severity 

and time of receiving should be enough for observing a network or service incident. This 

minimalistic information provision is especially presented with SITE and Qos manager; 

in comparison with HP OV and TeMIP (see Appendix E).  

 

Help users recognise, diagnose, and recover from errors 
Errors will always occur in spite of the implemented effort of preventing those errors. 

Error messages should be expressed in clear language with no codes or strange jargon 

that could lead to a lack of clarity. An error message is the heartbeat trigger for indicating 

the activity of a tooling program. Recognising and diagnosing these error messages is 

particular easy because the heartbeat triggers are based on a colour scheme. However, 

these colour changes are not very attention drawing because they are too small and 

located on different locations as where the engineers main attention is going to. 

Recovering an inactive tooling program or filter is hard because it costs time and effort 

by ending the tooling programs; which is the only possibility.   
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Help and documentation 
The ideal situation would be when users should not need to be supported in using a 

system. This is unfortunately a utopian idea and for that reason, help documentation 

should be easily available. The tooling programs HP OV and TeMIP are the only two 

tooling programs that contain a help option. Both help functions are online helpdesks that 

support engineers in their interactions with the tooling program. However, engineers are 

not supported in their actions to alarms that are presented to the same tooling program. 

However, HP OV contains the possibility of providing information in tables for every 

alarm. This study turned out that these tables rarely contain desired information about 

how to act on the specific alarm.  

 

The heuristic evaluation turned out that the main negative aspects of the tooling program 

interfaces is that they not support engineers sufficiently according to their mutual 

differences and restrictions. The tooling programs are not adjusted to the wishes and 

restriction of the different engineers. Engineers are not helped through the restricted 

information provision, unclear language, and recognising how to act instead of recall this 

required information. Experienced engineers are not favoured by being able to act in a 

faster and shorter way. It is fair to say that the studied tooling programs are not designed 

for supporting engineers in their shortcomings or to support them in difficult situations of 

the performance of their tasks. The main reason for this is that the interfaces of the 

tooling program are not specially designed for the characteristics and circumstances of 

how engineers need to observe and act on alarms on the NMC. The interfaces of the used 

tooling program are designed in a general way to approach different companies with 

varied purposes.  

 

By using the obtained and analysed data of the observations and focus group sessions, we 

were able to perform the heuristic evaluation as mentioned above. Some heuristics turned 

out to be more relevant to the NMC tooling programs than others. However, the 

performed heuristic evaluation provided a better view about the interface design of the 

studied tooling programs. According to this performed evaluation and the former 

presented research methods, a number of usability issues are indentified to the engineers’ 

performance within the NMC. These usability issues are presented and described in the 

next section.   

 

6.1. Usability Issues 

 

The purpose of the performed research methods was to obtain knowledge about what the 

current engineers’ restrictions are, for perceiving and acting on alarms. Engineers work in 

a social environment where they need to cooperate with fellow engineers and other 

colleagues to perform their tasks. The obtained data indicated that engineers are 

influenced by: their social environment (e.g. distraction, NMC decoration), artefacts (e.g. 

information provision, alarm presentation), individual influences (e.g. fatigue, vigilance), 

the mutual interaction (e.g. engineers perception of alarms in an occupied NMC 

environment), and changes over time (e.g. inexperienced engineers become experienced). 

Most of these engineer restrictions or tough to handle because it consist of organizational 
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aspects regarding to working in shifts and the way of communicating within and between 

departments. User issues based on the interface design of the tooling programs, and the 

knowledge level and support of engineers, are aspects that are more reachable for this 

study. In the continuation of this study, the attention is focused on usability issues related 

to the interface design for improving the engineers’ performance. The obtained usability 

issues and their mutual interaction are mentioned below and in Figure 21. 

 

The obtained usability issues are mainly related to the engineers’ perceptibility of 

presented alarms and the provision of supportive alarm information. The first engineers’ 

restriction is how alarms are presented. The alarm presentation (1) of individual tooling 

programs and the whole desk setup presents a lot of information between where engineers 

need to observe new alarms. As mentioned before with the aesthetic and minimalistic 

design of the heuristic evaluation, extraneous presented information is a distraction and a 

slow-down for the performance of how people interact with a system. By restricting the 

presented information that is not used by engineers to observe and act on alarms, 

engineers will be less obstructed in their perception of new alarms. The design of the 

alarm presentation is not focused to the different features of its users or situations when to 

act with the tooling program. All engineers need to act in the same way with the tooling 

programs in spite of their different levels of experience or different level of arousal 

during the time of the day. In addition to the unnecessary presented alarm information, 

engineers are also restricted in their observation of new alarms through the overflow of 

presented alarms. The tooling programs HP OV and TeMIP are restricted in their 

surveyability (2) because of the number of unnecessary presented alarms. Engineers need 

to search for alarms that require an action amongst alarms that indicate no network or 

service incident. Furthermore, these unnecessary presented alarms fill up the already 

restricted filter surfaces.  

 

When tooling programs would be presented in a minimalistic design, engineers are still 

not able to observe new alarms when tooling programs do not present the current network 

status. The presentation of tooling programs should be reliable so engineers are able to 

trust their observations. When tooling programs are not active (3), heartbeat triggers 

need to draw the engineers attention immediately. The general problem with the present 

heartbeat triggers is that they not draw the engineers’ attention in a sufficient way. In 

addition to the inactivity of a tooling program, engineers need to be able to recognise (4) 

what they need to do in a case of uncertainty. Engineers should be able to recognise how 

to act or where to find required information.  In the current tooling program interfaces, 

engineers principally act by recalling necessary information instead of recognising how to 

act.  

 
Improving the perceptibility of the tooling programs will improve the observation of 

alarms that indicate a network or service incident, engineers also need to act on these 

alarms. After observing an alarm, engineers need to know how to act on alarms (5). This 

study demonstrates that engineers are, because of their experience, familiar of how to act 

on alarms. Their foreknowledge of the tooling programs, the network structure, and their 

experience of acting on the same or related alarms, help (experienced) engineers in 

knowing how to act on alarms. Inexperienced engineers have often the disadvantage of 
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not knowing how to act because of learning on the job education; they start working 

within the NMC without any foreknowledge. After observing an alarm, (in)direct 

observable information needs to support engineers in knowing how to act on alarms. In 

addition to knowing how to act on a presented alarm, engineers also indicated to be 

restricted in their knowledge about what alarms indicate. Engineers are able to act on an 

alarm severity in a successful way, but they not know what function or company network 

they have solved. By creating this insight, engineers may be more motivated to act 

proactive because of knowing for which reason they are monitoring the tooling programs.  

 

 

  
Figure 21. The relative context of restrictions of observing and acting on alarms. 
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The two main subjects of the usability issues (see Figure 21) are the restricted 

perceptibility of alarms and the engineers’ uncertainty of how to act on alarms. It turned 

out that most observed usability issues are related to HP OV and TeMIP. The presented 

alarms in TeMIP, that fall under the responsibility of the NMC, will turn over into HP 

OV in a short period. For this reason, we chose to focus on interface improvement related 

to HP OV. The first interface improvement is based on restricting presented alarms. 

Engineers search within all presented interface information for those alarms that indicate 

a network or service incident. Appendix H describes the number of alarms that enter HP 

OV in one week, observed over a period of five weeks, and the percentage of the 

necessary alarms per filter. The rule for HP OV is that engineers need to act on critical 

and major alarms, and on those minor alarms that indicate a network or service incident. 

With a reduction of the unnecessary presented alarms, engineers will be better able to 

observe alarms that indicate a network or service incident. Unnecessary presented alarms 

distract engineers from that information they need to perceive. In addition, this alarm 

reduction will have a positive consequence on the observation of alarms in a difficult 

work environment or situations. Probably, engineers are able to observe alarms with less 

effort when their perception is not obstructed through unnecessary information.   

 

The second interface change is related to the second engineers’ tasks of acting on an 

incident alarm. After engineers observed an incident alarm in HP OV, they need to know 

how to act on an alarm. Engineers should be able to find supportive information about 

how to act on a specific alarm. Supportive alarm information will not only support 

inexperienced engineers with their restricted knowledge, but also the current restricted 

and unstructured information provision. Engineers need to be able to recognise where to 

find the supportive alarm information. In addition to providing inexperienced engineers 

with information about how to act on alarms, this information provision will also help 

experienced engineers when they are not familiar (anymore) with an alarm. The next 

chapter will explain these two interface changes in more detail. It also describes how we 

obtained feedback about the implemented interface improvements. 
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7. Design & Testing of improvements 
 

The suggested interface design improvements are discussed and tested in this chapter. 

These interface changes contain a reduction of the amount of presented alarms and an 

addition of supportive information for the assistance of engineers in their acting on 

alarms. For testing these two interface changes, we obtained engineers feedback 

according to paper prototyping testing. The engineers’ feedback is used for criticizing the 

design improvements according to the users view with intention to improve the proposed 

interface improvements.   

 

7.1. Introduction 

 

Paper prototyping is a widely used and validated technique to visualize ideas for 

clarifying and evaluating them (Benyon, Turner, Turner, 2005). The envisioning and 

prototyping of an idea is concerned with finding an appropriate way of expressing a 

design idea. Paper prototypes are typically constructed by using combinations of stock 

paper to represent main interface screens, overlays and sticky notes to represent results 

from user interaction (Benyon, Turner, Turner, 2005). According to Benyon et al. (2005), 

the main benefits of paper prototyping are that it offers a rapid externalization of design 

ideas with a low investment and the generalisation of novel insights in the early design 

process. For this study, paper prototyping offers a minimal cost method for receiving 

feedback about the adjusted HP OV interface design from users in an interactive way.  

 

In the beginning of a design process, a low fidelity paper prototype will take care for the 

simulation of the interaction of participant with a new interface design (Benyon, Turner, 

Turner, 2005). However, with the redesign of the HP OV interface, a high fidelity 

interface was more appropriate because engineers were already familiar with the common 

HP OV interface. The interface adjustments for this paper prototype were imitated by 

manipulating print screens of the current HP OV interface. Engineers needed to interact 

with the adjusted interface design for obtaining feedback about the added interface 

changes. There was a possibility of asking questions to engineers about their acts and 

decisions. In the end, engineers may be asked for their opinion about the implemented 

changes. It is important to conduct an efficient evaluation and conveying a realistic 

interaction experience for identifying the usability issues for this new interface design 

(Bailey, Biehl, Cook, & Metcalf, 2007). 

 

The first interface change contains a restriction of the presented alarms. The focus group 

results turned out that engineers principally focus their attention to critical and major 

alarms. They mentioned that lower alarm severities are able to indicate the beginning of 

an incident but mainly they put their attention to critical and major alarm severities. We 

decide for not presenting minor alarms during the paper prototype HP OV interface 

because engineers declared that some minor alarms demands an action but in most cases 

engineers not act on this alarm severity. In addition to the presented alarms, also related 

normal alarms will be presented so engineers receive feedback about when a critical or 
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major alarm is cleared. Appendix H shows the advantage of the percentage of presented 

alarms when HP OV filters only present this restricted amount of alarm severities, with 

and without minor alarms. The restricted alarm presentation will improve the engineers’ 

observation because HP OV only presents necessary alarms. Engineers do not need to act 

on alarms that not indicate an incident. The second interface change is the provision of 

alarm information that supports engineers in acting on alarms. The alarm presentation 

informed engineers about were to find this added alarm. The provided alarm information 

describes how engineers need to act and with required information for the fulfilment of 

these acts. The engineers’ interaction with HP OV is based on print screens of a filter and 

the presented tables that appear after opening an alarm.  

 

7.2. Design 

 

The paper prototype study is divided into three tasks. The first task is implemented for 

becoming familiar with the new filter conditions of only presenting necessary alarm 

severities. In the first task, the HP OV interface only presents critical and major alarms 

that are cleared later on by the presence of a related normal alarm. Observations needed 

to turn out if participants were able to observe and conclude, by their own, if presented 

alarms demanded an action. In addition to this, observations and questions are aimed 

according to the clearness of presented information. The second task contains the same 

interface but with other alarms. From al presented alarms, only one major alarm was not 

cleared by a normal alarm. Participants needed to judge that this alarm required an action. 

By observing the link in the alarm presentation, engineers needed to open the alarm and 

search for the location of the added information. This information should help engineers 

to act correctly on the presented alarm. After finding and reading the descriptive 

information, engineers were observed if they were able to conclude which action to 

perform according to the supportive information. The last engineers’ task was to produce 

a remedy trouble ticket for the registration of the alarm. Participants should be able to fill 

in the whole trouble ticket according to the presented information of the alarm.  

 

Before engineer started with their first task, they received a description about the 

background, how to perform the paper prototype session, and in which scenario they 

needed to act on the presented HP OV interface. This engineers’ description is presented 

in Appendix I. Engineers were asked to think up loud for receiving feedback about how 

and why engineers performed certain actions. A voice recorder performed on a laptop 

(figure 22) recorded their comments and provided answers about the asked questions. In 

addition to this voice recorder, also a video camera recorded the engineers’ interface 

interaction (figure 23). These video records were used for completing the engineers’ 

analyses based on the audio recordings.    
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Figure 22. Voice recorder           Figure 23. Video recorder 

 

After writing all audio records down, added by comments of the video records, the data 

was analysed. We paid attention to comments and observations related to the realisation 

of the improved HP OV interface. Attention was focused whether engineers were able to 

perform their tasks as supposed to, support to the changed alarm filter and presented 

alarm information. In addition to these focus points, we also focused on possible 

differences between the engineer levels and to positive and negative comments related to 

the interface changes.  

 

7.3. Participants 

 

The paper prototype setting was constructed in cooperation with the tooling manager. The 

tooling manager was able to supply feedback about the restrictions of the presented 

information and to test the whole setup. After managing the table realisation, the paper 

prototype session was tested in a pilot session that was performed by an experienced 

engineer. In addition to testing the clarity of the tasks and the information provision of 

the modified interface design, also the voice and video recorders were tested. For the 

paper prototype study a distinction was made between experienced and inexperienced 

engineers; shift supervisors were classified to the level of experienced engineers. We 

chose to perform three paper prototype sessions per experienced level; so six participants 

in total. Each session was performed through a single engineer.  

 

7.4. Results 

 

The result section describes the obtained and analysed results of the three tasks of the 

paper prototype sessions. The print screens of the manipulated HP OV interfaces are 

presented in Appendix J. 

 

7.4.1. Introduction of the HP OV filter (Task 1) 

 

During the screening of the presented alarms, all engineers aimed their attention 

according to the highest level of alarm severity. First, to critical alarms followed by the 

lower alarm severities. Either, a difference exists of how engineers acted on the presented 

critical alarms. Inexperienced engineers started with the oldest critical alarms and worked 
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up until the last received alarm. Two inexperienced engineers mentioned that they first 

opened a critical alarm for receiving more information about the alarm for knowing how 

to act on it. Experienced engineers made, on the other hand, first a quick scan for 

receiving an impression about the importance of all presented critical alarms and act on in 

their view most important alarm. It requires a certain level of experience for being able to 

determine the importance of an alarm according to the presented alarm information in the 

main interface. A possible explanation for the difference in working method is that 

experienced engineers are more comfortable and taking more time for screening all 

presented alarms. Less experienced engineers may have more urging to perform well and 

therefore they try to act quickly on the presented alarms.  

 

Experienced engineers provided more attention to the possible clearness of normal 

alarms. They compared the alarm text of the normal and incident alarms and with a high 

or identical resemblance, engineers concluded that both alarms were connected with each 

other. Their focus to normal alarms can be ascribed of how they screen alarms. By having 

more overview over all presented alarms, experienced engineers are more aware of 

possible clearness alarms. Inexperienced engineers spent more time and energy in getting 

a clear image about all incident alarms before searching for a related normal alarm.  

 

A confirmation of former obtained results is that almost all engineers indicated that they 

act on (incident) alarms according to their own alarm knowledge. Despite of the rule of 

registering all major and critical alarms, engineers act differently when their experience, 

with the same alarm, tells them differently. Alarm severities that should represent an 

incident, do not always indicate the right status of the network. Experienced engineers are 

either more familiar with these exceptional alarm presentations than inexperienced 

engineers. In addition to engineer difference, inexperienced engineers try to argue 

according to their experience and when they are not familiar with an alarm, they inform 

with other engineers or search in the accessible information sources. Inexperienced 

engineers are either depended from the correctness of the provided information. One 

inexperienced engineer thought because of a wrong instruction, that it is not necessary to 

act on major alarms. This inexperienced engineer acted according to instructions of an 

experienced engineer; who is better able according to his experience to indicate when a 

major alarm represents a network and service incident. Only one inexperienced engineer 

mentioned that he always act on critical and major alarms; unless a stream provides him 

with direct feedback to act differently. This engineer was also sceptical about the 

clearness of a critical alarm through the appearance of a normal alarm. His argumentation 

was that a critical alarm does not appear without a reason. It turned out that engineers 

prefer to argue according to their own experience so they are able to save time and energy 

by not acting on a possible incident alarm, instead of registering the appearance of all 

presented critical and major alarms. 

 

Engineers stated that they would prefer when the presentation and correlation of normal 

alarms with incident alarm, would be better observable. Currently, engineers need to 

conclude by their own if an alarm text corresponds enough to indicate a correlation. 

There exists no clear structure or rule of when to expect a clearness alarm. Alarms that 

indicate an incident are not always cleared through a normal alarm; alarms are also able 
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to disappear automatically. Engineers would prefer to have more clarity about when to 

expect a possible clearness alarm. Even the removing off all normal alarms would be a 

solution when alarms that indicate a network or service incident, fall off automatically.   

 

7.4.2. Realisation of the instructions table (Task 2) 

 

The second task consisted of the same HP OV filter but with other presented critical, 

major, and normal alarms. From all presented alarms, only one major alarm was not 

cleared by a normal alarm. After the introduction during the first task, participants should 

able to conclude by their own that they needed to act on this major alarm. The presented 

reference in the main filter (“see instructions field”) should lead that participants went to 

the alarms instructions table.  The instruction table presented information about how to 

act on the alarm. Accordingly, participants were asked to the structure and contents of the 

instructions table. 

 

All participants understood the structure and features of the new implemented filter 

conditions during the second task. Participants started again with searching for the 

presented critical alarms followed up by the major alarms. Every participant was able to 

clear all presented incident alarms instead of one major alarm that consisted of no related 

normal alarm. One inexperienced engineer mentioned, after screening all presented 

alarms, that he wanted to acknowledge all cleared alarms for receiving a more clarifying 

filter. In spite of the already restricted alarm presentation, this engineer was still focused 

on cleaning up the HP OV filter.   

 

There were two different thoughts about how to act on the active major alarm. One part 

indicated that they wanted to make a remedy trouble ticket and the other part told that 

they were able to ignore this major alarm. It turned out that the node that caused the 

major alarm was a familiar problem during the period of the paper prototype sessions. 

Engineers mentioned that they did not need to act on alarms coming from this node. Most 

remarkable was that engineers were not able to tell why they were able to ignore these 

alarms. One inexperienced engineer mentioned that he once contacted the responsible 

department and they told him that he was able to ignore alarms of this specific node. This 

engineer did either not know why the alarms may be ignored and for which period. 

 

Each incident alarm presented the reference “see instruction table.” Only one participant 

understood the connection between the reference text and the instructions table (see 

figure 24). Other participants were also able to reach the instructions table but only after 

opening other tables first. With the current alarm presentation, it is more exceptional than 

custom that an alarm contains information about how to act on an alarm. One engineer 

mentioned that he does not look in the instruction table anymore because his experience 

is that the table is empty or contains no useful information. Another (inexperienced) 

engineer mentioned that he opened the alarm for searching for relative information that 

can be used for searching for history trouble tickets. Former trouble tickets are a common 

information source for receiving information about how to act on an alarm. Searching for 

former related trouble tickets turned out to be an easier and faster method for receiving 
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alarm information instead of searching in the NMC databases. However, engineers need 

to trust on the correctness of the information presented by the history tickets.  

 

 
Figure 24. The presented instructions table for the paper prototype experiment 

 

After finding the presented alarm information (see Figure 24), engineers react surprised 

about the new table fulfilment. After observing and reading the presented information, all 

engineers came to the right decision of performing the second option. The alarm 

description was built up in such a way that engineers first needed to perform a specific 

action and according to the received answer; they need to perform a certain option. A 

possible action is based on performing a test for testing the service by their own, 

Depending on the output, engineers need to act in a certain way. For this paper prototype 

session, engineers were told that the test was finished successfully (= the bundle query 

worked) and because the number of alarm duplicates was lower as five, engineers needed 

to choose the second option. All engineers concluded that they needed to act according to 

the second option. Both experienced and inexperienced engineers mentioned to be 

satisfied about the structure of how the information is presented. With each option, 

information is presented about if an alarm is a Service Affecting Failure (SAF), whether a 

certain department need to be contacted by phone, and relative information for the 

fulfilment of a trouble ticket. The announcement in keywords is mentioned to be 

clarifying and clear for knowing how to act. Principally inexperienced engineers judged 

that this way of information provision would be an improvement when it would be 

applied with all presented alarms. An experienced engineer mentioned that the presented 
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information should be as restricted and clear as possible. The presentation of two options 

with the same presented information (option 1 & 3) is for that reason superfluous. It is 

indeed not sufficient to present the same option twice. 

 

7.4.3. Realisation of the Remedy trouble ticket (Task 3) 

 

After observing the major alarm and ending up with option two, engineers needed to 

make a trouble ticket to register and refer the major alarm to the responsible stream. 

Engineers were able to realize a trouble ticket by writing in the text tables of a trouble 

ticket according to their knowledge and the presented information in the instruction table. 

Engineers needed to fill in those text tables that are recommended for performing a 

standard trouble ticket. These text tables were during the paper prototype sessions, 

indicated with a white background colour (see figure 25).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 25. Print screen of the trouble ticket for the participants’ third task 

 

Both engineer levels indicated that the presented information in the instructions table 

offered them the possibility to fill in the trouble ticket without restrictions. The biggest 

profit was that engineers were able to make a trouble ticket within a short notice. 

Inexperienced as well as experienced engineers indicated having troubles with acting on 

alarms when they are not familiar with it. The announcement of the CTI information 

(Category, Type, Item) and the department who is responsible for an alarm, are often the 

hardest things to know. Engineers are able to search for this information in older related 
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trouble tickets but this method could be very time-consuming and unsafe. Engineers 

mentioned that because of an obscure of knowledge about the CTI information, they 

often select a general determination.   

 

With this way of information provision, engineers have clarity about how to act on a 

presented alarm. Engineers do not need to act according to their own alarm experience. 

The instructions table presents a uniform information provision that is reachable for every 

engineer. This presentation will not result in a fluctuation of necessary knowledge about 

how to act on an alarm. It is either important that the presented information is true and up 

to date. Engineers need to be able to trust the supported information and not that 

engineers need to argue about the trustworthiness of the presented information.   

 

7.5. Discussion 

 

The general opinion of the engineers’ regarding the HP OV adjustments turned out to be 

positive. During their search for incident alarms, engineers were not hindered by 

unnecessary presented (alarm) information. After becoming familiar with the changed 

filter conditions, every engineer was able to observe and notice the manipulated major 

alarm. During the second task, inexperienced and experienced engineers were able to act 

on the presentation of an incident alarm as acquired during the acquaintance of the first 

task. It transpired that engineers reacted quickly and positively to other filter regulation 

after becoming familiar with them.   

 

The appearance of a normal alarm turned out to be a clear way of presenting the removal 

of an incident alarm. It turned out that a clear and uniform information provision is more 

important than the format in which information is presented. The presentation of a normal 

alarm is not even necessary if a critical alarm stops automatically and is not displayed 

anymore; when engineers are able to thrust on this feedback. The appearance or 

disappearance of alarms should be presented in a continual way in order to discuss and 

predict the status of an incident alarm.  

 

Only one engineer was able to understand the presented reference in the main interface 

correctly. Engineers were not familiar with the reference text “see instructions table” and 

the connection of the indicated location. However, when engineers become more familiar 

with a reference text, they became familiar with the location of the additional alarm 

information. When engineers observed the instruction table, they were surprised about the 

realisation of this table. The structure and contents of the presented information was 

judged as clear and meaningful. All engineers interpreted the performed action and the 

followed options correctly. The information regarding the performance of a callout and 

the information provision about the trouble ticket realisation were judged as helpful. 

Engineers stated that the biggest advance of the added alarm information is that they are 

able to act directly on an alarm in a correct way. The additional information provides 

engineers intelligibility about how to act on an alarm without hesitating about the 

correctness of the requisite actions.  
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A requirement of the presented alarm information is that the information is up to date. 

When the alarm information is not true, engineers would act incorrectly, their trust is 

diminished and they fall back into acting according to their own interpretation. After the 

implementation of the added information is fulfilled, it is important to keep this 

information up to date. Engineers need to cooperate with this because departments 

normally first report procedural changes directly to the NMC. In addition, most of the 

time engineers act mostly this information provision and are therefore able to observe 

incorrectness in the presented information quickly. When engineers realise the 

importance of keeping the presented alarm information up to date, this alarm information 

will be a positive addition to the engineers’ work condition.  

 

Experienced engineers indicated that they want to perform an extra act for observing 

information about knowing how to act. For experienced engineers a few words in the 

main interface may be enough for knowing how to act on an alarm. Inexperienced 

engineers may need more specific alarm information for knowing how they should act. 

Experienced engineers may complain about this extra act of opening the alarm for 

receiving the specific alarm information, but this extra effort will result in a uniform 

presentation and location of all necessary alarm information and will results in an 

aesthetic and minimalistic design of the main interface. 

 

The restriction of the presented alarms in the HP OV filters and the addition information 

alarm information, this will answer the last research question of: “How should the 

presentation of the alarm detection systems be changed such that the observation of 

alarms and acting on alarms will improve?” The first advantage of the suggested 

interface improvements is that the restricted alarm presentation will take care for a faster 

and easier observation of an incident alarm. After observing an incident alarm, the added 

information will take of clear and uniform knowledge in respect of how to act on 

presented alarms. Engineers will not make an error because they do not possess the right 

information. It is very important that the presented information is correct and this 

correctness will be kept up to date. The next chapter will give an overall answer to the 

three research question described in the introduction. This chapter also describes 

recommendations related to possible tooling improvements.  
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8. Conclusions & Recommendations  
 

In the past, engineers did not always detect or act properly on alarms that indicate a 

network or service incident. The delay in acting (by an engineer) on alarms may result in 

a longer inactivity of the Vodafone network or services. This inactivity has a negative 

impact for Vodafone (negative publicity, sales reduction), as well as, for its consumers 

(service inactivity). For analysing how engineers are restricted in observing and acting on 

alarms, we used the distributed cognition framework (Hutchins, 1995a). This framework 

requires that investigators not only focus on individual persons, but also on their social 

environment, the artefacts they use to support their tasks, and the mutual interaction of 

these three aspects (Hutchins, 1995a). 

 

This study investigated the engineers’ restrictions for observing and acting on alarms and 

how these situations can be improved. First, we focused on gathering information about 

the current engineers’ restrictions for observing and acting on alarms. In addition, we 

went deeper into these specific aspects to understand the causes of the engineers’ 

restrictions. Based of the retrieved and clarified restrictions, we suggested some interface 

design improvements for improving the usability of the system. These interface 

improvements were investigated in cooperation with engineers who needed to interact 

with the recommended improvements. The engineers’ appraisal and feedback was used to 

obtain the users’ opinion and to adjust the interface improvements according to the 

obtained feedback.  

 

Three research methods were used for retrieving information about how and why 

engineers are restricted in their performance. First, unstructured observations were used 

to obtain a full insight into the work domain of the NMC engineers: their tasks, their 

communication and collaboration, their use of the complex interfaces to monitor the 

network and their behaviour at various times of the day (and night) under different levels 

of stress. Second, a focus group exploration were set up to obtain first-hand information 

from the NMC engineers, at different levels of expertise, in order to elicit their opinions 

on their work practice’s, and reasons why tasks may not always run in accordance to 

protocol. Moreover, they were specifically probed on issues in relation with the user 

interface of the NMC network monitoring systems. Third, a heuristic evaluation was 

performed, which is a usability inspection technique that establishes to what extent the 

user interfaces that engineers have to interact with at the NMC are in accordance to 

generally established usability guidelines.  

 

Engineers need to perform their tasks in a 24/7 environment in a group that is constructed 

by engineers of different experience levels. Engineers need to perceive alarms that 

indicate a network or service incident on the tooling program interfaces of a whole desk 

setup under the distraction of aspects in their social environment. These distractions 

consist of the presence of other people within the NMC, communication by telephone 

calls and email, and the performance of other tasks. In addition, these distraction aspects 

are also judge as a positive feature for regaining the engineers’ level of concentration. 

Engineers prefer to work during daytime because of the permanent variation of tasks 
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through which they are better able to stay focused. The disadvantage of working during 

the evening and night is the restriction of environmental stimuli and viewer tasks that 

harm the engineers’ level of attention. Engineers are harmed because of the increased 

level of fatigue and a decrease of the engineers’ level of vigilance. By changing habits, 

engineers try to stay concentrated and not falling into a level of under or over arousal. 

 

The composition of a group is such that engineers support each other in the observation 

of alarms and support each other in sharing info on how to act on alarms. Inexperienced 

engineers may not possess the required knowledge and insight for knowing how and why 

to act on alarms on their own. Inexperienced engineers are educated by learning on the 

job and this study obtained a number of disadvantages. Restrictions in this training 

method are the shortage of available times to educate, the restricted education skills of 

experienced engineers, and a restricted result of not understanding how and why to act on 

alarms in a certain way. When engineers need to search for information on how to act on 

alarms, engineers indicated that it is hard and time-consuming to find information in 

these information sources; time which is not always available in a hectic situation. 

 

Engineers often act according to their own alarm knowledge. This knowledge is retrieved 

by acting on alarms and can for that reason not be looked up in information databases. 

Inexperienced engineers start working without any alarm knowledge and they obtain this 

knowledge by experience with acting on alarms. Acting according to the engineers’ own 

specific alarm knowledge may result in a good and smooth alarm settling. However, the 

negative aspect is that engineers may not act in a uniform way because engineers will not 

have the same knowledge for all possible alarms. In addition to inexperienced engineers, 

also experienced engineers are restricted in knowing how to act on certain alarms because 

of the frequency in which they act on these alarms.  

 

In spite of the engineers restrictions related to working in shifts and differences in their 

level of experience, also the alarm presentation turned out also to have restrictions. The 

alarm presentation does not (always) inform engineers when they need to act on a 

presented alarms. There are some rules regarding on which alarm severities and when 

engineers need to act, but these alarm severities do not always indicate all incident 

alarms. This not uniform way of presentation of the real network or service activity, 

result in a feeling of uncertainty because engineers cannot trust on the visual presented 

information. In addition, the interface design of the tooling programs has no aesthetic and 

minimalistic design. Engineers are exposed to much more information than is necessary 

for presenting a network or service alarm. In addition to the unnecessary presented alarm 

information, the surveyability of alarms that indicate an incident is restricted through the 

number of unnecessary presented alarms. Engineers only need to act on a certain part of 

all presented alarms. The main reason for these interfaces restrictions of the tooling 

programs are not designed for the characteristics and circumstances of how engineers 

need to observe and act on alarms within the NMC. The interfaces of the used tooling 

programs are designed in a general way to approach different companies with varied 

purposes.  
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The suggested interface restrictions are focused on the observation of alarms and on 

acting on alarms that indicate a service or network incident. The future expectations are 

that the NMC will be staffed with fewer engineers whilst the network and services 

become more varied and more complex. An aesthetic and minimalistic design of the 

tooling programs and the total desk setup will support engineers in their extensive 

monitoring tasks. A restriction in the presented alarms will save engineers time and 

energy because they do not need to pay attention to alarms that do not indicate a network 

or service incident. In addition to those alarms that indicate a network or service incident, 

normal alarms are able to indicate a clearness of a former presented alarm. As mentioned 

in the former chapter, a normal alarm is not intrinsically necessary. In addition, 

engineers’ desire a consistent representation for observing the clearness of an incident.   

 

By providing (inexperienced) engineers with additional alarm information, it will support 

in knowing how to act on presented alarms in an accurate way. Engineers should not have 

to depend on their own gained knowledge but they should be able to rectify or search for 

alarm information in a standard and structured way. Inexperienced engineers become less 

dependent from others and information databases and they are able to act according to 

their own strength in a shorter period. A disadvantage could be that experienced 

engineers are damaged in their superior position. Inexperienced engineers become less 

depended on the support of experienced engineers that may lead to a shifting of authority. 

Inexperienced engineers will gain authority in the performance of their tasks because they 

are able to justify their acts according to the supported information. In addition, the 

internal alarm knowledge of engineers will be presented externally in a uniform and 

structured way. This external presentation will reduce the possibility that engineers act 

according to their own interpretation that may not be the accurate way to act. The 

presentation of the required information can be adjusted to the differences of the 

engineers’ desires. As stated by Nielsen (1993), a system should be designed in such a 

way that all users are able to perform their tasks successfully. Experienced engineers are 

satisfied with a short information provision while inexperienced engineers are more 

supported with an extensive information provision. These wishes can be fulfilled by 

presenting a short information provision in the alarm presentation of the main interface 

while an extensive information provision can be presented in a sub menu of an alarm. 

However, with mentioning relative alarm information in the main interface, we need to 

keep an eye on preserving an aesthetic and minimalistic design.  

 

The biggest challenge for the suggested improvements is obtaining the required alarm 

information and maintaining of the validity of the presented information. The required 

alarm information needs to be obtained from the department who is responsible for the 

presented alarm. In addition, also these departments are helped with the presentation of 

clear alarm information. Engineers are able to act faster and contact these departments in 

their desired way; together with the required information. In addition to the information 

provision, these same departments need to hand over on which alarms engineers and the 

NMC need to act. After the implementation of the alarm information, a structured way 

should be designed for keeping this alarm information up to date. Not only the 

responsible departments should take care of the communication of information changes, 

also engineers should take care for a continuation of the validity of the presented 
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information. That is, engineers are the first ones who notice when the presented 

information is not true.  

 

With the realisation of the minimalistic design and the provision of supportive alarm 

information, engineers will be able to act in a faster and effective way on presented 

alarms. The minimalist design will provide engineers with a better overview of the 

presented alarms for increasing the chance of observing alarms in a faster and easier way. 

Engineers are not restricted anymore by a shortage of knowledge related to acting on 

alarms. The activity of the Vodafone network and services will be more guaranteed when 

engineers deal with alarms correctly and in a timely manner. 

 

 

 

 

.  
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Appendix A - Principles for a heuristic evaluation  
 

 

A heuristic evaluation is a systematic inspection of a user interface design for specifying 

the usability. Nielsen (1993) stated ten principles for guiding the evaluation of an 

interface. These ten principles are stated as follows:  

 

Visibility of system status 

It is essential that a systems interface keeps the user informed about what is going on. 

The user should know where he is on the moment and what the available following 

actions are to go to.  

 

Match between system and the real world 

A system should speak the same language as the user. The language should exist of 

words, phrases and concepts that are familiar to the user, rather than system-oriented 

terms.  

 

User control and freedom 

When a user chooses by mistake a wrong system function, he should be able to leave the 

unwanted page without having to go through an extended dialogue. When a user is able 

to rectify a wrong choice with less effort, this will give the user a feeling of having 

control over the system. 

  

Consistency and standards 

Users should not have a feeling of doubt because of changes in a system. A following 

version of a system brings often several changes along which can come over unclear. A 

designer needs to take care for a consistency of words, situations, or actions for clarity in 

using a system. 

 

Error prevention 

A careful design which prevents that a problem occurs in the first place is a system with a 

better design than a system with good error messages. However, when a problem occurs, 

a system should provide the user with clear and helpful language.  

 

Recognition rather than recall 

A designer should be sure of that objects, actions, and options are highly visible. A user 

should not need to remember information between two different parts of a dialogue. The 

users’ memory should be minimized during the recognition of the system functions. For a 

user it is easier to recognise the following action that needs to be performed, instead of 

recalling this information.  

 

Flexibility and efficiency of use 

All sorts of users should be able to use a system in an efficient way. Novice and expert 

users have another level of knowledge about how to fulfill their goals with the system. A 

system often provides the flexibility of using shortcuts for accelerating the 
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implementation of a task. These shortcuts may, unseen by the novice users, speed up the 

interaction for the expert user in such way that the system is able to cater both 

inexperienced and experienced users.  

 

Aesthetic and minimalist design 

Extraneous information on a page is a distraction and a slow-down of the performance of 

a system. It is better to make a link to that information what is rarely necessary instead of 

presenting this mainly unnecessary information constantly on the systems interface.  

 

Help users recognise, diagnose, and recover from errors 

Errors will always occur in spite of the implemented effort of preventing those errors. 

Error messages should be expressed in clear language with no codes or strange jargon 

which could lead to a lack of clarity.  

 

Help and documentation 

The ideal situation would be when a user should not need any support or help for using 

the system. This is unfortunately a utopia and for that reason, help documentation which 

is focused on the users’ tasks should be easily come across. 
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Appendix B - Focus group questionnaire 
 

 

1) Hoe worden alarmen waargenomen? 

 

- Waar kijken jullie per tooling programma naar om waar te nemen dat een nieuw 

alarm aanwezig is?  

 

- Hoe triggeren jullie jezelf om alle monitoren te observeren? 

 

- Wat zijn per programma de moeilijkheden om te zien of een nieuw alarm 

aanwezig is? 

 

 

2) Waarom worden alarmen niet waargenomen. 

 

- Wat zijn volgens jullie oorzaken waarom alarmen niet (meteen) worden 

waargenomen?  

 

o Onder welke omstandigheden komt het voor dat alarmen niet (meteen) 

wordt waargenomen? 

 

o Hoe proberen jullie te voorkomen dat alarmen worden gemist?  

 

o Met behulp van welke aanpassingen zal het volgens jullie eenvoudiger 

worden voor om alarmen waar te nemen?  

 

o Hebben jullie iets op the merken aan de huidige manier waarop de alarmen 

worden gepresenteerd?  

 

- Komt het voor dat alarmen niet gepresenteerd worden? 

 

o Wat zijn hiervan de oorzaken?  

 

o Wanneer komt dit voor? 

 

o Hoe kan worden opgemerkt dat alarmen niet gepresenteerd worden? 

 

o Hoe wordt gehandeld wanneer een alarm niet gepresenteerd wordt?  

 

o Wordt het vasthangen van een tooling programma of computer 

gerapporteerd?  

 

o Door welke aanpassingen kan worden voorkomen dat programma’s 

alarmen niet presenteren?  
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3) In welke mate heeft de omgeving invloed op het waarnemen van alarmen. 

 

- Welke factoren in de omgeving hebben volgens jullie een positieve of negatieve 

invloed op het uitvoeren van werkzaamheden? 

 

o Verlichting? 

o Aanwezigheid van andere personen op het NMC? 

o Inrichting van de werkomgeving? 

 

- Welke factoren qua inrichting zouden in een nieuwe NMC afdeling anders moeten 

zijn? Waarom?  

 

 

4) In welke mate hebben de diensten invloed op het waarnemen van alarmen. 

 

- Hoe beschrijven jullie de invloed van de verschillende diensten (vroege, late en 

nacht dienst) op het waarnemen van alarmen? Beschrijf dit per dienst? 

 

o Wat ervaren jullie als negatief gedurende deze diensten? 

 

o Wat helpt voor jullie om tijdens de verschillende diensten geconcentreerd 

en alert te blijven?  

 

o Wat zijn volgens jullie de oorzaken waarom het concentratievermogen 

positief of negatief wordt beïnvloed? 

 

 

5) In welke mate heeft de werkintensiteit betrekking op het niet waarnemen van 

alarmen? 

 

- In welke mate heeft de werkintensiteit invloed op het waarnemen van alarmen? 

 

- Welke aspecten in de omgeving worden als storend ervaren gedurende een hoge 

werkintensiteit? 

 

- In welke mate heeft volgens jullie de ervaring een invloed op de werkzaamheden 

binnen het NMC?  

 

- Hoe ervaren jullie de informatie voorziening?  

 

- Ontstaat er wel eens onduidelijkheid over hoe te handelen?  

 

- Zijn er volgens jullie bij de verschillende alarmeringsprogramma’s handelingen 

die op een eenvoudigere manier gepresenteerd kunnen worden? 
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Appendix C - Desk lay-out NMC 
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Appendix D - Alarm severities 
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Appendix E - Tooling program interfaces 
 

 

Hewlett Packard Open View (HP OV) 
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Telecom Management Information Platform (TeMIP) 

 

 

GPRS Qos Manager (Qos) 
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SIGOS Integrated Test Environment – national (SITE-nat.) 

  
 

 

SIGOS Integrated Test Environment – international (SITE-int.) 
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Remedy 
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Appendix F - Requirements for acting on alarms 
 

 

HP Openview: Critical alarms need to be observed and registered as quickly as 

possible. The maximal available time is 15 minutes. Major alarms 

are also indicating an incident and this need also to be registered.  

 

TeMIP: Critical alarms need to be observed and registered as quickly as 

possible. The maximal available time is 15 minutes. Major alarms 

are also indicating an incident and this need also to be registered. 

 

SITE Roaming Critical alarms need to be registered within six hours.  

 

SITE National Critical alarms need to be registered as quickly as possible.  

 

Qos Manager Critical alarms need to be registered within 30 minutes (six linked-

up squares). 

 

E2E service Critical alarms need to be registered as quickly as possible.  

management  
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Appendix G - Frozen tooling programs 
 

 

Date Time Desk Date Time Desk

23-9-2008 7:45 - 10:25 3 16-9-2008       ? - 0:00 2

23-9-2008      ? - 14:19 3 18-9-2008   12:00 - 15:00 2

23-9-2008      ? - 19:30 1 22-9-2008 22:00 - 7:00 2

24-9-2008    ? - 1:45 1 25-9-2008   0:00 - 9:30 3

27-9-2008   20:00 - 0:00 1 25-9-2008    6:00 - 11:00 2

28-9-2008    ? - 0:00 3 27-9-2008   0:00 - 7:00 2

29-9-2008     1:30 - 2:00 3 30-9-2008        ? - 9:00 2

4-10-2008   23:00 - 6:00 1 30-9-2008     7:30 - 12:00 3

7-10-2008 17:30 - 23:30 3 2-10-2008     1:30 - 11:30 3

2-10-2008     0:00 - 17:00 2

1-10-2008      0:00 - ? 2

7-10-2008         ? - 23:30 3

8-10-2008   0:00 - 9:00 2

8-10-2008   4:00 - 5:00 3

SITE internationaalSITE nationaal
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Appendix H - Presented HP OV alarms 
 

 

The number incoming alarms in HP OV are followed over a period of five weeks. For 

each week there are presented two tables. The first table presents the number of all 

received alarm severities of a filter. The second table presents the number of alarm 

severities that a high possibility of indicating a network or service incident; together with 

the same amount of normal alarms. The table presented after this second table the 

percentage of necessary alarms that need to be presented per HP OV filter compared 

with the whole number of received alarms.  

 

Weak 1 

All presented alarms 
Filter Critical Major Minor Warning Normal Unknown Control s.e. Owned Owned Total

IPserv 321 620 15 3385 6930 1 0 0 0 11272

CMS 415 349 123 276 4472 0 0 0 0 5635

UNIX 0 81 436 228 2293 0 0 0 0 3038

Web 57 1234 908 941 59371 426 0 0 0 62937

NMC-IT 17 119 0 200 1112 0 0 0 0 1448

VCS 123 9 2 49 623 0 0 0 0 806

SAS-NMC 66 695 22 1659 43882 4 0 0 0 46328  
 

Alarm filter: Critical and Major alarms 

 

Alarm filter: Critical, Major and Minor alarms 

 

Weak 2 

 

All presented alarms 
Filter Critical Major Minor Warning Normal Unknown Control s.e. Owned Owned Total

IPserv 43489 11099 17 3062 7562 0 0 0 0 65229

CMS 182 154 85 231 3260 0 0 0 0 3912

UNIX 1 145 382 187 5145 0 0 0 0 5860

Web 4834 1372 860 904 125303 967 0 0 0 134240

NMC-IT 4833 192 0 356 1060 0 0 0 0 6441

VCS 50 6 0 104 711 0 0 0 0 871

SAS-NMC 6726 5582 17 1196 46883 0 0 0 0 60404  

Critical Major Minor Warning Normal Unknown Control s.e. Owned by yourselfOwned by someone elseTotal

IPserv 321 620 0 0 941 0 0 0 0 1882 IPserv 16,70

CMS 415 349 0 0 764 0 0 0 0 1528 CMS 27,12

UNIX 0 81 0 0 81 0 0 0 0 162 UNIX 5,33

Web 57 1234 0 0 1291 0 0 0 0 2582 Web 4,10

NMC-IT 17 119 0 0 136 0 0 0 0 272 NMC-IT 18,78

VCS 123 9 0 0 132 0 0 0 0 264 VCS 32,75

SAS-NMC 66 695 0 0 761 0 0 0 0 1522 SAS-NMC 3,29

Filter Critical Major Minor Warning Normal Unknown Control s.e. Owned Owned Total

IPserv 321 620 15 0 956 0 0 0 0 1912 IPserv 16,96

CMS 415 349 123 0 887 0 0 0 0 1774 CMS 31,48

UNIX 0 81 436 0 517 0 0 0 0 1034 UNIX 34,04

Web 57 1234 908 0 2199 0 0 0 0 4398 Web 6,99

NMC-IT 17 119 0 0 136 0 0 0 0 272 NMC-IT 18,78

VCS 123 9 2 0 134 0 0 0 0 268 VCS 33,25

SAS-NMC 66 695 22 0 783 0 0 0 0 1566 SAS-NMC 3,38
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Alarm filter: Critical and Major alarms 

 

Alarm filter: Critical, Major and Minor alarms 

 

* A network damage caused a lot of alarms in the filters IPserv and NMC-IT in this weak. 

This high number of received alarms is the reason for the both high filter percentages 

turned out high. 

 

Weak 3 

 

All presented alarms 

 
Filter Critical Major Minor Warning Normal Unknown Control s.e. Owned Owned Total

IPserv 525 860 11 3323 7012 0 0 0 0 11731

CMS 124 177 37 244 3344 0 0 0 0 3926

UNIX 2 84 947 275 2857 0 0 0 0 4165

Web 158 1951 2843 1289 55287 240 0 0 0 61768

NMC-IT 169 186 0 428 1104 0 0 0 0 1887

VCS 44 18 0 48 718 0 0 0 0 828
SAS-NMC 64 1924 40 1326 62102 164 0 0 0 65620  
 

Alarm filter: Critical and Major alarms 

 

Alarm filter: Critical, Major and Minor alarms 

 

 

 

 

Critical Major Minor Warning Normal Unknown Control s.e. Owned by yourselfOwned by someone elseTotal

IPserv 43489 11099 0 0 54588 0 0 0 0 109176 IPserv 167,37

CMS 182 154 0 0 336 0 0 0 0 672 CMS 17,18

UNIX 1 145 0 0 146 0 0 0 0 292 UNIX 4,98

Web 4834 1372 0 0 6206 0 0 0 0 12412 Web 9,25

NMC-IT 4833 192 0 0 5025 0 0 0 0 10050 NMC-IT 156,03

VCS 50 6 0 0 56 0 0 0 0 112 VCS 12,86

SAS-NMC 6726 5582 0 0 12308 0 0 0 0 24616 SAS-NMC 40,75

Filter Critical Major Minor Warning Normal Unknown Control s.e. Owned Owned Total

IPserv 43489 11099 17 0 54605 0 0 0 0 109210 IPserv 167,43

CMS 182 154 85 0 421 0 0 0 0 842 CMS 21,52

UNIX 1 145 382 0 528 0 0 0 0 1056 UNIX 18,02

Web 4834 1372 860 0 7066 0 0 0 0 14132 Web 10,53

NMC-IT 4833 192 0 0 5025 0 0 0 0 10050 NMC-IT 156,03

VCS 50 6 0 0 56 0 0 0 0 112 VCS 12,86

SAS-NMC 6726 5582 17 0 12325 0 0 0 0 24650 SAS-NMC 40,81

Critical Major Minor Warning Normal Unknown Control s.e. Owned by yourselfOwned by someone elseTotal

IPserv 525 860 0 0 1385 0 0 0 0 2770 IPserv 23,61

CMS 124 177 0 0 301 0 0 0 0 602 CMS 15,33

UNIX 2 84 0 0 86 0 0 0 0 172 UNIX 4,13

Web 158 1951 0 0 2109 0 0 0 0 4218 Web 6,83

NMC-IT 169 186 0 0 355 0 0 0 0 710 NMC-IT 37,63

VCS 44 18 0 0 62 0 0 0 0 124 VCS 14,98

SAS-NMC 64 1924 0 0 1988 0 0 0 0 3976 SAS-NMC 6,06

Filter Critical Major Minor Warning Normal Unknown Control s.e. Owned Owned Total

IPserv 525 860 11 0 1396 0 0 0 0 2792 IPserv 23,80

CMS 124 177 37 0 338 0 0 0 0 676 CMS 17,22

UNIX 2 84 947 0 1033 0 0 0 0 2066 UNIX 49,60

Web 158 1951 2843 0 4952 0 0 0 0 9904 Web 16,03

NMC-IT 169 186 0 0 355 0 0 0 0 710 NMC-IT 37,63

VCS 44 18 0 0 62 0 0 0 0 124 VCS 14,98

SAS-NMC 64 1924 40 0 2028 0 0 0 0 4056 SAS-NMC 6,18
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Weak 4  
 
All presented alarms 
Filter Critical Major Minor Warning Normal Unknown Control s.e. Owned Owned Total

IPserv 1565 432 2 1797 5492 0 0 0 0 9288

CMS 145 133 68 159 1927 0 0 0 0 2432

UNIX 1 107 302 89 1393 0 0 0 0 1892

Web 231 827 745 468 236337 0 0 0 0 238608

NMC-IT 86 140 0 207 620 0 0 0 0 1053

VCS 104 3 0 39 144 0 0 0 0 290

SAS-NMC 1384 211 17 76 18965 36 0 0 0 20689  
 

Alarm filter: Critical, Major alarms 

 

Alarm filter: Critical, Major and Minor alarms 

 

 

Weak 5 

 

All presented alarms 
Filter Critical Major Minor Warning Normal Unknown Control s.e. Owned Owned Total

IPserv 0 175 533 234 2458 0 0 0 0 3400

CMS 269 341 141 259 3809 0 0 0 0 4819

UNIX 413 442 78 2697 6525 0 0 0 0 10155

Web 790 1644 1056 1122 4625 306 0 0 0 9543

NMC-IT 55 91 0 312 835 0 0 0 0 1293

VCS 69 4 0 54 761 0 0 0 0 888

SAS-NMC 297 784 23 318 57963 0 0 0 0 59385  
 

Alarm filter: Critical and Major alarms 

 

Critical Major Minor Warning Normal Unknown Control s.e. Owned Owned Total

IPserv 1565 432 0 0 1997 0 0 0 0 3994 IPserv 43,00

CMS 145 133 0 0 278 0 0 0 0 556 CMS 22,86

UNIX 1 107 0 0 108 0 0 0 0 216 UNIX 11,42

Web 231 827 0 0 1058 0 0 0 0 2116 Web 0,89

NMC-IT 86 140 0 0 226 0 0 0 0 452 NMC-IT 42,92

VCS 104 3 0 0 107 0 0 0 0 214 VCS 73,79

SAS-NMC 1384 211 0 0 1595 0 0 0 0 3190 SAS-NMC 15,42

Critical Major Minor Warning Normal Unknown Control s.e. Owned Owned Total

IPserv 0 175 0 0 175 0 0 0 0 350 IPserv 10,29

CMS 269 341 0 0 610 0 0 0 0 1220 CMS 25,32

UNIX 413 442 0 0 855 0 0 0 0 1710 UNIX 16,84

Web 790 1644 0 0 2434 0 0 0 0 4868 Web 51,01

NMC-IT 55 91 0 0 146 0 0 0 0 292 NMC-IT 22,58

VCS 69 4 0 0 73 0 0 0 0 146 VCS 16,44

SAS-NMC 297 784 0 0 1081 0 0 0 0 2162 SAS-NMC 3,64

Filter Critical Major Minor Warning Normal Unknown Control s.e. Owned Owned Total

IPserv 1565 432 2 0 1999 0 0 0 0 3998 IPserv 43,04

CMS 145 133 68 0 346 0 0 0 0 692 CMS 28,45

UNIX 1 107 302 0 410 0 0 0 0 820 UNIX 43,34

Web 231 827 745 0 1803 0 0 0 0 3606 Web 1,51

NMC-IT 86 140 0 0 226 0 0 0 0 452 NMC-IT 42,92

VCS 104 3 0 0 107 0 0 0 0 214 VCS 73,79

SAS-NMC 1384 211 17 0 1612 0 0 0 0 3224 SAS-NMC 15,58
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Alarm filter: Critical, Major and Minor alarms 

 

 

 

This table presents all presented alarms of each individual HP OV filter per week. In 

addition, an average is presented per filter over a total period of five weeks. 

 
Week 1 Week2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Average

IPserv 11272 65229 11731 9288 3400 20184

CMS 5635 3912 3926 2432 4819 4145

UNIX 3038 5860 4165 1892 10155 5022

Web 62937 134240 61768 238608 9543 101419

NMC-IT 1448 6441 1887 1053 1293 2424

VCS 806 871 828 290 888 737

SAS-NMC 46328 60404 65620 20689 59385 50485  

Filter Critical Major Minor Warning Normal Unknown Control s.e. Owned Owned Total

IPserv 0 175 533 0 708 0 0 0 0 1416 IPserv 41,65

CMS 269 341 141 0 751 0 0 0 0 1502 CMS 31,17

UNIX 413 442 78 0 933 0 0 0 0 1866 UNIX 18,38

Web 790 1644 1056 0 3490 0 0 0 0 6980 Web 73,14

NMC-IT 55 91 0 0 146 0 0 0 0 292 NMC-IT 22,58

VCS 69 4 0 0 73 0 0 0 0 146 VCS 16,44

SAS-NMC 297 784 23 0 1104 0 0 0 0 2208 SAS-NMC 3,72
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Appendix I - Paper prototype description 
 

 

Beste deelnemer, 

 

Dit deel van mijn onderzoek heeft betrekking op het nabootsen van de interactie tussen de 

gebruiker en het HP Openview interface. De locatie is niet op het NMC maar in deze 

ruimte waar HP Openview wordt afgebeeld met behulp van printscreens. De muis en het 

toetsenbord worden vervangen doormiddel van een pen. Een muisklik wordt nagebootst 

door het drukken van de pen op het HP Openview printscreen. De wijzigingen in het 

interface zullen doormiddel van andere printscreens gepresenteerd worden. Het typen op 

het toetsenbord wordt vervangen doormiddel van het opschrijven van de tekst in het 

daarvoor bestemde veld. Jullie zijn dus instaat om dezelfde handelingen en acties uit te 

voeren als in de echte HP Openview omgeving. De bedoeling van dit onderzoek is dat 

jullie hardop nadenken tijdens het werken met HP Openview. Dus jullie moeten hardop 

verwoorden welke beslissingen jullie voor jezelf nemen tijdens het monitoren en hoe en 

waarom je bepaalde handelingen uitvoert.  

 

 

Scenario: 

Het is nu 9:12 en je bent voor een bepaalde tijd niet achter de IZI-desk aanwezig geweest. 

Je bent daardoor niet instaat geweest om de tooling te monitoren. Het is de bedoeling dat 

je nu de alarmen in HP Openview gaat screenen om voor jezelf te beslissen dat je in de 

tussentijd geen alarmen hebt gemist. Op de printscreen wat je zodadelijk krijgt toegereikt 

staan een aantal alarmen afgebeeld. Het is de bedoeling dat je de alarmen gaat screenen 

en dat je alleen die alarmen oppakt waarop geacteerd moet worden. Een alarm wordt 

opgepakt doormiddel van het aanmaken van een ticket in Remedy. 
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Appendix J - Paper prototype print screens 

 

Task 1 - Introduction of the HP OV filter 
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Task 2 - Realisation of the instruction table 
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Task 3 - Realisation of the Remedy ticket 
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